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Abstract
For Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery to meet its business objectives a
modular authe ntication concept has to be implemented. Such a mechanism
must be cost-effective while providing a well-balanced level of security,
easy maintenance and be as user-friendly as possible.
Authenticating users securely involves the combination of two fields, theory
of authentication mechanisms in information systems and human computer
interaction. To construct a strong user authentication system the correlations
of these fields has to be understood and provide guidance in the design.
Strong user authentication mechanisms enforce the use of two- factor
authentication or more. The combinations implemented rely on knowledge,
possession and sometimes logical- location.
A user authentication system has been implemented using leading industrial
products as building blocks glued together with security analysis,
programming and usability research.
The thesis is divided into two parts, the first part giving the theoretical
background of cryptography, authentication theory and protocols needed for
the understanding of the second part, providing security analysis, blueprints,
and detailed discussions on the implemented system.
Conclusions have been drawn regarding the implemented system and its
context as well as from strict theoretical reasoning regarding the
authentication field in general. Conclusions include:
•

The unsuitability of remote authentication using
biometrics

•

The critical importance of client security in remote
authentication

•

The importance of a modular structure for the security
of complex network-based systems

Preface
This is a censored copy! In some chapters the headlines have been left and
the text removed, other chapters have been removed completely. References
to the censored material have, when applicable, been left in the text while
the corresponding appendix has been removed. Efforts have been made to
minimize the effects of censorship on the remaining material, which still
should provide comprehensive understanding of the theoretical field as well
as the final construction.
The aim of this thesis is to bridge the gap between two fields, theoretical
authentication in information systems and practical usability of
authentication systems. A lot has been written about both subjects but there
is a tendency to ignore the combination. There is naturally a need for
literature that focus on isolated parts of the spectrum but in the end it is the
combination that composes a useful system and it is the combination that
must be secure.
Authentication-systems for verifying computers and network-enabled
equipment are only described briefly, concentrating the analysis on the more
complex task of strong user authentication mechanisms. The term strong
user authentication mechanisms refers to systems trying to verify the
connection between a physical user and that user’s digital identity using
two- factor authentication or more.
This thesis provides a way of understanding user authentication in industrial
systems with the eyes of a security knowledgeable user. The target audience
is relatively wide; everyone with knowledge of discrete mathematics,
operating systems and networking technologies should be able to grasp the
concepts and discussions.
This thesis has been motivated by the construction of a strong user
authentication system for Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery.
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1 Introduction
This thesis is motivated by the problem of user authentication mechanisms,
i.e. the problem of associating a digital identity with a physical person for
later verification. Authentication in the physical world is an old story, keys
opened doors, people were recognised by the guard at the door and secret
passwords let the right persons through the gates. Projecting this physical
image on the digital world is a bit more complicated though.
The purpose of any authentication mechanism is to authenticate the different
users when providing verifiable proof of their identities. All authentication
mechanisms don’t have a clear connection between physical persons
requiring access to the system and an identity representing the user in the
system. This thesis will primarily deal with physical users requiring access
to a system and the implications thereof. An authentication system is made
up of an association procedure, an authentication mechanism and an access
control mechanism. There are several elements that need to be present for an
authentication system to fulfil its purpose. As outlined by Smith (2002)
“First of all, we have a particular person or group of people to be
authenticated. Next, we need a distinguishing characteristic that
differentiates that particular person or group from others. Third, there is a
proprietor who is responsible for the system being used and relies on
mechanised authentication to distinguish authorised users form other people.
Fourth, we need an authentication mechanism to verify the presence of the
distinguishing characteristic. Fifth we grant some privileges whe n the
authentication succeeds by using an access control mechanism, and the
same mechanism denies the privilege if authentication fails.” The term user
authentication mechanism refers to the first two thirds of an authentication
system i.e. everything except the access control mechanism.
For a user authentication mechanism to work the identity must to be
associated with one or more distinguishing characteristics. These are based
on four different factors: knowledge, possession, being and location.
Normally they are described as something you know, something you have,
something you are and somewhere you are. In an implemented scenario they
could be a password, a smartcard, some type of biometrics like the intricate
pattern of your iris and the GPS location where you are standing. Strong
user authentication mechanisms combine two or more of the above, thus
making it less likely that another identity would posses the same
characteristics.
Authentication is more important than encryption. Most people's security
intuition says exactly the opposite, but it's true. Imagine a situation where
Alice and Bob are using a secure communications channel to exchange data.
Consider how much damage an eavesdropper could do if she could read all
the traffic. Then think about ho w much damage Eve could do if she could
modify the data being exchanged. In most situations, modifying data is a
devastating attack, and does far more damage than merely reading it.
(Schneier, 2003)
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Construction of an authentication system involves thorough understanding
of discrete and combinatorial mathematics, computer science and human
behaviour. The last of the three obviously proving very hard to acquire. This
also highlights one of the fundamental weaknesses of all security systems,
people. People are unpredictable, they tend to remove or go around things
that are in their way and authentication mechanisms are always in the way
of their daily work. One of the greatest challenges is therefore to make the
use of such a system as transparent and meaningful to the user as possible
through education as well as simplifying the mechanism with retained
security.
Individual security measures don’t work on a stand-alone basis, they are
most likely interconnected. A slight error in one part of the system may
become a serious failure in another part. This is illustrated by the analogy of
a physical chain. A chain is never stronger than its weakest link. For
example: poor physical security may heavily undermine the most rigorously
secured authentication system. A rough employee could just walk in to the
server room and claim the disk with the sensitive data to which the
authentication system provided access. The same holds true for
authentication mechanisms: if the system to which it provides access is
fundamentally flawed, or has other paths of access, no authentication
mechanism in the world can protect it.

1.1 Aim of the thesis
This thesis is aimed at giving Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery a firm
foundation for implementing strong user authentication mechanisms for
their digital services. The paper goes into technical detail about different
types of authentication mechanisms as well as the binding of identities to
physical users and authentication protocols. It highlights practical aspects of
different mechanisms as administration, economy and field usage. A
suggested infrastructure with quality off- the-shelf products is implemented
to give proof of concept.

1.2 Background
In the emerging infrastructure with ever-increasing complexity Siemens
Industrial Turbomachinery sees a need for a single system to manage user
authentication. A solution, which enables a fine granularity of access to
services depending on the strength of the user authentication mechanism
being used, is sought. Provided that new tokens and standards emerge
monthly, a solution, which enables Siemens to use a broad spectrum of
tokens, is highly looked after. With a heterogeneous base of customers and
partners Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery needs to support a wide
spectrum of possible authentication mechanisms. Remote system- users may
find themselves in situations favouring different methods of authentication.
For example: the preferable method of authentication from a public airport
computer, the employees laptop in central Erlangen or from a partner’s
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production facilities over a satellite link from a local workstation in Oman
may differ greatly.
The need for a centralised user authentication system for the global Siemens
Corporation was outlined in (Meier, Steinacker, 2001). The following was
stated:
”In the changing environment of modern information technology,
centralized support for security relevant processes is becoming more and
more important. Similar to PKI that offers support for authentication IK IS
has realized the need for centralized enhanced authorization. In the current
system, decisions for access control are mainly made directly at the
resources, usually governed by access control lists. Additionally, the
Siemens Intranet is protected by a firewall surrounding the whole network.
This proceeding has already several drawbacks, which will increase if a
further collaboration with external and internal partners in the context of ebusiness will be conducted. Additionally, the user administration for the
local applications may be outdated as no central mechanism to enforce
consistence is in place. This may result in breaches of the security policies.”
This thesis is aimed at solving a part of the problem above. What user
authentication mechanisms are relevant for Siemens Industrial
Turbomachinery and how can they be implemented?

1.3 Problems to be solved
On an all-embracing level a solution, which enables a fine granularity of
access to services depending on the verifiability of the identities
characteristics, is sought. This thesis will show a design and implementation
of such a system and analyse the different authentication mechanisms and
the characteristics bound to the identities using the system. The problem can
be split up in the following sub problems:
•

Authenticating users over insecure networks.

•

Propose different user authentication mechanisms
providing different access based upon the security and
practical aspects of the mechanism

•

Implement and evaluate a system that can handle
multiple user authentication mechanisms

•

Write a technical report providing a solid
understanding of the authentication field

1.4 Method
The method used for constructing the authentication system and the
choosing of user authentication mechanisms has been a bottom up design
3

following a logical construction manner. The process can be described in
the following steps.
1. Theory: A literature study providing the foundation for the
choice of construction and the theoretical background of the
thesis.
2. Problem analysis: Further research of material in non printed
form, mainly on the web, as well as several interviews with
security professionals in the industry, security staff at Siemens
as well as potential users of the constructed systems.
3. Authentication mechanisms: Research a broad spectrum of
authentication mechanisms and industry leading products
capable of fulfilling the requirements on the authentication
system.
4. Authentication server: Analysis of server architectures that can
support the mechanisms in step 3 as well as provide efficient
integration with the Siemens environment.
5. Blueprints: Defining how the system should be constructed and
writing the implementation part of the thesis.
6. Production: Construction and integration of the solution in its
production context.
7. Finalisation: Finalising the thesis with discussion and blueprints
of the construction.
8. Proof of concept and simulation of real time usage at Siemens.

1.5 Scope
Although this paper deals with networked security in some parts of the
implementation, it will not research network-security nor operating system
(OS) security any further than needed to explain the implementation. All
systems will be considered secure on the OS level. The physical
infrastructure will be considered secure from tampering and sniffing on the
local network. There is a broad spectrum of identities that can use an
authentication system. This paper will primarily deal with the authentication
of people and not machines. Similar mechanisms can be used to authenticate
both people and machines but the interfaces may differ and people tend to
be less predictive and hence the need for other mechanisms and
characteristics. Access control will only be described briefly to enable the
reader to fully grasp the implementation. The implementation requires
security on an e-commerce level and doesn’t defend against the computing
power and resources of a military organisation. Finally: ”No man is an
island” (John Donne) and likewise no system us usable in a vacuum. All
authentication systems work in a context and have interdependencies with
4

other systems. A secure authentication mechanism might not be secure in its
external context, but that is out of this thesis's scope.

1.6 Structure of the paper
This paper is divided into two parts. Part I is concerned with the necessary
theory to understand the field of user authentication mechanisms and
provides pointers to further theory when applicable. Part II is concerned
with the practical implementation of an authentication system as well as the
context in which it will operate.
Part I will presume fundamental knowledge in algebra, discrete and
combinatorial mathematics, networking and knowledge in the field of
computer science. The analysis in Part II must be seen in the light of its
context witch is unique to Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery in Finspång
although much of the results are on a more general scale. Part II flows in a
logical construction manner in which the prerequisites and the context of the
system come first leading to the final construction presented last.

5

Part I – Theoretical background
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2 Identities
”No matter what kind of computer security system you're using, the first
step is often identification and authentication: Who are you, and can you
prove it?” (Schneier 2000) This chapter will deal with the question of how
we can construct something that will represent the user in the digital world,
the construction of a digital identity.

2.1 Users and Identities
There are basically two reasons for binding a user to an identity:
•

The user identity is a parameter in access control
decisions

•

The user identity is recorded when logging securityrelevant events in an audit trail

The first point is required for the system to enable granularity in access
control. If we don’t know who the user is we can’t know the users rights,
except for single user systems. The use of an identity is not only relevant for
physical users, system processes also require access control and need to be
identified.
The second point enables the system to associate logged events to identities.
Since this thesis is primarily concerned with security, security events are
most important, but logging system events has a much wider usage than
mere security. Logging system events can help in locating configuration and
functional errors and is critical for system maintenance. Another field in
which logging plays a central role is in the construction of customer debit.
The use of a digital identity representing the physical user is, as outlined
above, critical for security processes like authentication. When the system
has authenticated the identity, access control handles the privileges
associated with that identity.
2.1.1 Access control
Access control can be described as the process allowing different subjects to
access different objects. A subject can be a user or a process and an object, a
resource or process. On a higher level of abstraction the subject can be
regarded as the ”active” party and the object as the ”passive” party. The
active party is doing something to the passive party. This action is basically
either some form of observation or alteration to the object. In a fundamental
model of access control the subject makes an access request to a reference
monitor, which allows or denies the action on the requested object. The
reference monitor has some type of algorithm that processes the requests
from the subject controlling the subject’s rights for actions on the objects.
This is often implemented as an access control matrix associating the
subjects rights with groups of objects. Access control is an advanced topic
7

and further exploration of the concepts and mechanisms can be found in
(Little, Konicek, 1997).

2.2 Binding users to identities
This chapter deals with identities representing physical users. Processes and
files may have an identity as well but they are less relevant for this thesis
and will not be discussed. A digital identity, henceforth the term ”identity”
will be used synonymously, is a digital representation of a physical user.
Two main problems arise when constructing identities.
•

The identity has to be unique

•

The identity has to be verifiably bound to the physical
user

The first problem is easy to solve for a closed system. Such a system is
closed in the sense that it is not interconnected with other systems. The user
gets a string assigned to him as his digital identity. If that identity already
exists in the system, the algorithm constructs a new one until a unique string
is produced that doesn’t match any other in the system. For distributed ad
hoc systems this is more complicated. Either a central resource for assigning
identities has to be maintained or the system has to tolerate a certain amount
of collisions.
The second problem is much harder to solve. We should remember that in
reality the system authenticates the identity, not the physical user. We can
think of authentication as the process of verifying a claimed identity. It is
hence critical that we know which user has which identity. A number of
ways exist on how to solve this. The basic rule is that we have stored
information that the users uniquely posses in relation to the identity. Thus,
only the physical user holding this information is regarded to be the
impersonation of the identity. This information can be categorised in the
following way:
•

Something the user knows

•

Something the user has

•

Something the user is

•

Somewhere the user is

A system implementing one or multiple of the above-described categories is
a system able to perform authentication. Assuming that the authentication
protocol is designed in a secure way, then the authentication mechanism is
as secure as the combination of the categories used. In general, the
authentication mechanism is more secure the more categories are involved,
if they are used in a secure way. More categories simply involves more
information associated with the identity and hence the possibility for higher
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entropy in that information. Entropy is outlined in chapter 5.1.1. Also
affecting the security of the authentication mechanism is how hard it is for
an adversary to get hold of the information. This relates to the fact that a
combination of categories in general is more secure than using just one
category. Multiple categories often force the adversary to mount multiple
types of attack raising the difficulty to succeed and the probability to get
detected. The security in the binding process might be categorised
depending on who has administered the binding between the user and the
respective identity and what steps are involved in the process. Different
steps affecting the security of the binding can be everything from verifying
the owner of a bank account number to photograph, record the person on
tape as well as letting relatives and former co-workers verify the identity of
the person. An attempt to categorise different levels of security in the
binding process is proposed by (Gerlach, Hansel, Schäfer, 2004). The
following is a ranking of the levels of security in the binding process, where
1 is the lowest level and 5 is the highest level of security:

Figure 1.1 The table describes a proposed validation status (read level of
security) of different types of bindings between a person and an identity.

2.3 Identities and roles
Although authentication mechanisms have to be based on identities, access
control should to limit the administrative burden primarily be based on
roles. A role as it is most commonly perceived is a group of users
performing similar tasks. Each role is assigned a template of access
permissions valid for all the users connected with that role. In this way it is
possible to minimise the administrative burden of assigning access
permissions to identities. A role could for example be ”production partner”,
”Siemens employee”, ”Turbine developer” etc.

9

3 Cryptography
Cryptography can be defined as the knowledge about algorithms, methods
and protocols for securing information. It is an interdisciplinary art
somewhere in between information technology (including theory, hardware
and software) and mathematics. Other areas of science are involved as well,
like physics and electronics etc. There are actually two parts to
cryptography often linguistically mixed up. First we ha ve cryptography,
which is the science of developing cryptographic systems and secondly we
have cryptoanalysis, which is the science of how to break those systems.
Cryptographic systems can be divided into three main categories. First we
have key- less systems, like some hash-functions and one-way functions.
Secondly we have systems using a shared secret key also called symmetric.
Thirdly we have systems using different keys at both ends of the
transmission called asymmetric.

3.1 Key-less cryptographic functions
A lot of cryptographic systems depend heavily on key- less cryptographic
functions. I am briefly going to introduce two types of functions in this
category, the one-way functions and the hash functions.
3.1.1 One-way functions
A one-way function is commonly defined as a function f from a set A to a
set B, f : A → B, that can be computed effectively making it
computationally infeasible for an adversary to compute the inverse. This
means that it is computationally easy to compute y=f(x) but computationally
to hard to compute x=f -1 (y). We need of course define what computationally
infeasible is in this context. There are multiple ways to do this, but for the
understanding of the chapters to come the following definition will suffice:
Computationally easy is everything that can be computed polynomically and
computationally infeasible is everything that can only be computed nonpolynomically. A physical analogy to a one-way function can be the
smashing of a vase. It is an action easy to perform, but independent of how
hard you try to put the vase back together it will not be exactly the same
vase as before the smashing.
3.1.2 Hash functions
A hash function is commonly defined as a function h from a set A to a set B,
h : A → B, that can be computed effectively and where B << A holds
true. The role of a hash function is to compute, in a sense, a unique string B
from a string A where the string B is much shorter than A. The idea is that
most strings A are not equally likely i.e. they don’t have full entropy for
their given length. This means that it is possible to uniquely assign a shorter
string B as a representative for the larger string A. This assumption of the
entropy of A is of course not always true, and computing B from not such a
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set could certainly result in collisions. Reducing the possibility for collisions
is a crucial key to constructing a good hash function.

3.2 Symmetric cryptography
In a symmetric crypto-system both sender and receiver must share a
common secret. This secret is commonly called a key to the cryptoalgorithm being used. This key has to be transmitted to both parties
participating in the exchange of information in a secure way. If an adversary
knows the key, the system is rendered insecure. In a symmetric cryptosystem the plain text is transformed to the crypto text using the secret key.
The crypto text is transmitted to the receiver over an insecure channel
accessible to the adversary. The receiver, who is knowledgeable of the key
decrypts the message and can read the plain text. The encryption and
decryption is dependent on the value of the secret key and the same key has
to be used for both procedures. In a more formal way a symmetric cryptosystem can be described as follows:
A conventional or symmetric crypto-system with a set of messages M, set of
cipher texts C and set of keys K is made up by an encryption-transformation
E : M× K → C and a decryption-transformation D : C× K → M, where for
all k ∈ K and m ∈ M: D(E(m,s),s)=m is true.
There are different types of symmetric crypto-systems. Two of the most
common variants being block-ciphers and stream-ciphers. Block-ciphers
transform a block of n input bits to a block of n output bits. The encryption
and decryption is stateless. The stream-ciphers, in contrast to block ciphers,
are state dependent where the next state is dependent on the last and so on
until we reach the first state, which is dependent on the secret key.
The main problem with symmetric cryptography is the distribution of keys
which has to be done in a secure way. An attempt to solve this is the
construction of asymmetric schemes, which are described, in the next
chapter.

3.3 Asymmetric cryptography
Symmetric crypto-systems depend on two or more entities sharing a
common secret. Asymmetric crypto-systems also have to construct secret
keys but they are only stored locally and doesn’t have to be transmitted to
the other parties participating in the communication. However asymmetric
crypto-systems have to generate other keys as well, called public-keys,
which have to be transmitted authentically. An asymmetric crypto-system is
asymmetric in the sense that two opposite operations are defined. The first,
which can be performed by everyone with the use of the receiver’s public
key. The second, which can only be performed with the receiver’s private
key (secret key). The first operation is the encryption of the message and the
second operation is the decryption of the same message.
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One useful aspect of some asymmetric crypto-systems is the possibility to
sign document. A signature in the digital world is used in the same way a
signature in the physical world would be used. You sign something when
you agree to its contents so that another party can verify the documents
authenticity or rather the authenticity of your signature. A digital signature
scheme (DSS) is made up of three effective algorithms:
•

A key generation algorithm, that produces the private
key, also known as a signature key (SK) as well as a
public key, also known as a verification key (VK).

•

A signature generating algorithm, that from a given
message M and a given SK constructs the
corresponding signature.

•

A signature verification algorithm, that for a given
message M and a given VK only would accept the
appended signature if it was constructed by the VK's
corresponding SK.

In addition to these three algorithms it must be computationally
infeasible to compute a valid signature without the knowledge of
the right SK.
There exist a lot of different asymmetric crypto-systems like identification
protocols, key-agreement-systems, signing systems, payment systems etc.
Common for all of these is that they only succeed as long as the private
key's owner can keep his private key secret.

3.4 Key generation
Many algorithms and protocols in the cryptography-branch of mathematics
have the need for random numbers. To ensure the security of any key-based
crypto-system the generated key must be chosen at random. Some
hardware-based key generation systems use the background radiation of the
universe, others the electronic noise of transistors. Weather these eccentric
methods really produce random numbers remains to be proven, the question
still remains if we are able to determine if anything is random or not. Even
if we cannot prove anything to be totally random we can get by anyway.
What we really need is a way of generating numbers that are unpredictable
and irreproducible; having those two things we can have security in keybased crypto-systems.

3.5 Certificates
A certificate is an attempted binding between a public key and an identity.
Certificates may be stored in software or in hardware, making it possible to
be used as a token in conjunction with the corresponding private-key. A
trusted entity signs the certificate with his private key for later verification.
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If everyone trusts this entity and are in possession of the entity’s public key,
everyone can verify its authenticity. This is the basic idea of a certificate. In
reality though this system wouldn’t work. First there is no single entity that
everyone trusts. Secondly we need to standardize what type of information
the certificate should contain.
The first problem is tackled in the following way. A hierarchy of trust
establishes the validity of certificates used. A Siemens co-worker has his
certificate signed by an internal certification authority (CA). The Siemens
CA in turn has its certificate signed by a higher-ranking CA, e.g. the
commercial CA VeriSign. No one has signed VeriSign! VeriSign is God in
this example. For the system to work everyone has to trust the highest level
CAs. These CAs have certificates that are known as root certificates, not
signed by anyone. The root certificates are imbedded in products we buy
like web-browsers, VPN software, web-servers etc. This hierarchy of
certificates is known as a Public Key Infrastructure (PKI).
The second problem is a bit trickier. Enough information to make the
combination unique is needed. The most common certificate standard is
X.509. To uniquely construct a name of the certificate holder the X.509
standard uses something that is called distinguished names. A Distinguished
name is a name containing several separately named elements that make the
identity of the certificate holder unique. The X.509 standard defines the
contents and arrangement of data in a certificate using Abstract Syntax
Notation (ASN). X.509 vas originally issued in 1988. It has since undergone
continuous development and is today the format used in S/MIME,
SSL/TLS, SET and IPsec. The X.509 Certificate contains the following
IETF (2004):
•

Version: To distinguish between different versions of
the certificate format. The default version is 1, adding
functionality changes the format as follows:
•

Version 2: Adding Initiator unique identifier or
Subject unique identifier (or used in its logical
sense). This is to deal with the case when the
X.500 name has been reused for different entities.

•

Version 3: Adding one ore more extensions.

•

Serial number: An integer value. The value is unique
for the issuing CA and is unambiguously associated
with this certificate.

•

Signature algorithm identifier: The name of the
algorithm used for signing the certificate together with
specific parameters if any.
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•

Issuer name: The X.500 name of the CA that created
and signed this certificate.

•

Period of validity: Comprising two fields, not before
and not after. Describing the interval in which the
certificate is valid.

•

Subject name: The name of the user that is bound to
the certificate.

•

Subject’s public-key information: The user’s public
key together with an identifier of the algorithm and
parameters to which this key is to be used.

•

Issuer unique identifier: An optional field containing a
bit-string uniquely identifying the issuing CA.

•

Subject unique identifier: An optional field containing
a bit-string uniquely identifying the user.

•

Extensions: A set of one or more extension fields.

•

Signature: Contains the cryptographic hash of all the
other fields in the certificate, encrypted with the CA's
secret key (signed by the CA). The field also contains
the signature algorithm identifier.

While certificates are an important part of authentication systems we should
remember that they are fundamentally built on a hierarchy of trust. If the
user doesn’t really trust one of the CAs in the chain above, the security of
the certificate is void. Even if we trust all CAs in the hierarchy of trust the
system is fundamentally dependent on the CAs keeping their private keys
secret.
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4 Design patterns for authentication

mechanisms
Patterns arise from the physical distribution of components and people in
the authentication mechanisms. In this chapter four different ways of
designing an authentication mechanism are described.

4.1 Local authentication
The entire system with authentication and access control resides within a
single physical perimeter. Information about the users for authentication is
maintained at the local perimeter. While this pattern is easy to maintain for a
few systems this approach is not very scalable from an administrative point
of view.

4.2 Indirect authentication
The system contains several different services residing on different logical
or physical perimeters. The system is accessed remotely and a dedicated
server is handling authentication for the entire system of services where all
authentication data is kept. In the indirect approach the user requests access
to a provided service. All requests go through an authentication server who
demands the user proof of identity. When the user have successfully
authenticated himself to the authentication server, the authentication server
either gives the user a special token, confirming his rights to use the service,
or it contacts the service directly to verify the users right to use the service.
There exist a lot of different protocols for implementing indirect
authentication including RADIUS and different versions of the Kerberos
protocol. There are a number of proprietary protocols as well including for
example protocols from RSA inc.

4.3 Direct authentication
The system is accessed remotely and authentication is handled by the
remote system. The authentication is single- handedly managed at the remo te
system where the same principles apply as in local authentication. This
technique is primarily used in old server and timesharing systems. The
pattern works best when only one service is provided or when each system
has its unique group of users. While this pattern is easy to maintain for a
few servers this approach is not very scalable from an administrative point
of view.

4.4 Offline authentication
The system is based on a PKI-like infrastructure where the system can make
accurate authentication decisions based on the current information available.
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Out of date information may result in false decisions but the infrastructure is
more flexible than an on- line system.
Single server systems for authentication may be easier to supervise but
poses a threat to reliability. If that system fails, it would result in a total
standstill. In the off- line pattern the servers present their public-key
certificates to the users. The users themselves have certificates validating
their public keys. If the server trusts the CA who has signed the user's
certificate and vice versa they can authenticate themselves to each other as
the holder of the certificate. Information can also be authenticated off- line
using signatures. While adding new systems and users to the system is
trivial, revoking certificates is a lot harder and poses a major drawback for
this design pattern.
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5 Components in authentication mechanisms
The fundamental building blocks of an authentication system are the way or
ways in which the base-secret is held. Passwords, token, biometrics and
location as well as the accompanying hardware to communicate and store
the base-secret are all components of authentication mechanisms. The
chapters to follow describe these components in more detail.

5.1 Passwords
The idea of password assignment is to base the authentication of an identity
on something the user knows. In other words, the distinguishing
characteristic is knowledge. In a security perspective it should be seen as a
user-remembered key. Passwords should ideally be a random string of
letters, numbers and other symbols. Unfortunately that is far from reality in
most systems. The whole notation of passwords is based on an oxymoron.
The idea is to have a random string that is easy to remember. Unfortunately,
if it's easy to remember it's something non-random like ”Susan.” And if it's
random like ”r7U2*Qnp,” then it's not easy to remember. (Schneier 2000)
5.1.1 Entropy and bit-space
All security mechanisms rely on some sort of secret. It might be the physical
pattern of a key, a user's password or the secret key in a digital certificate.
No matter what medium is used to store the secret the total number of
possible values or combinations it can hold is a measure of its entropy. A
secret such as these above is often called a base secret, while it is a base for
the system to be formed around, making the calculations or mechanical
movements unique. Higher entropy provides the base secret with bigger
margin of safety against guessing.
Bit space is the number of binary bits in the base secret. Since the bit-space
format is binary, all possible combinations of length N can be represented
by 2N. A larger bit-space provides the possibility for higher entropy.
The entropy is as high as the base-secret is long if all combinations are
equally likely. Entropy relies not only on the bit-space but also on any
restrictions or bias that are posed on the base secret. Passwords are often
limited to printable text, which is a clear restriction.
Example: A typical computer will store a four-character lower-case
password as a sequence of eight-bit bytes. This would
result in a base secret that requires a 32-bit space, but the
entropy is only 20-bit in that four-letter password.
Assuming a Swedish keyboard with 29 letters. This
calculation is based on the National Computer Security
Centre (NCSC) guidelines, which omits all possible
combinations of passwords that are shorter than the
largest allowed by our calculations.
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A base secret is harder to guess if it has high entropy. The higher entropy of
the base-secret, the more combinations are possible and hence its value is
harder to guess providing greater security.
5.1.2 The generation procedure
The choice of mechanism for password generation is critical for system
security. There are basically two paths to follow: Either we let the users
themselves choose their own passwords, or we let a random password
generator generate passwords for the users. The second approach is simple.
The user has to accept the password that is assigned to him. If the passwords
generated by the password- generator have high entropy it will be less likely
to fall for the attacks described in chapter 6, at least the computational time
for a successive attack will increase. There are general problems though,
related to the complexity of passwords which are described in chapter 5.1.1
The first approach demands the use of guidelines to enforce strong
passwords or passwords with a high entropy. A sensible approach would be
to use the following scheme:
•

Force a password to be set

•

Force a minimal length of the password

•

Force the use of letters and numbers and nonalphabetical-symbols (”And” in here used in its logical
sense)

•

Compare the password with common password
cracking databases

•

Don't allow old passwords to be reused

•

Enforce the user to store the password in memory only
(it is much simpler to change a forgotten password
than to inspect the whole system for possible breakins)

This approach is good, but not fail- safe. The main technical problem with
the described scheme is that, if truly implemented it will reduce the entropy
of the passwords chosen by the user. Bias on the password includes: A
minimal password length is with high probability THE password length
chosen by the user. There is no evident productive gain for the user in
choosing a longer password. Any restrictions on the format will lower the
number of possible combinations and hence the entropy.
5.1.3 One-time passwords
One-time passwords essentially use password ageing described in chapter
5.1.6 with the valid-time approaching zero. The user is provided with a
physical or digital list of passwords that are only valid for one session each.
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This solves two problems: First, there is no way for an attacker to replay the
login information and gain access to the protected resource. Second, the user
can detect a possible intrusion since the list of passwords will no longer
match the next time he tries to use the resource. The second advantage only
applies to non-time-based password schemes since they often don’t contain
a counter for the number of successful logins.
5.1.4 Pros
Passwords are easy to renew. They don’t have any physical costs if not
connected to a token. (Distribution costs and administration might be
included depending on how costs are defined).
5.1.5 Problems
Moore's law implies that increasing speed of processors and hence the
ability to reclaim hashed passwords soon will overrun the user's ability to
memorise complex passwords. In other words, today's strong passwords are
tomorrow's weak passwords. The fundamental problem though is that the
average user can't, and probably will not even try to remember long
complex passwords. “You can hardly expect a user to remember a 32character random hexadecimal key, but that is what has to happen if he is to
memorise a 128-bit key” (Schneier, 2000). Long complex passwords are
good for security, but in the hands of users they may prove fatal. Users often
use the same passwords for multiple applications. It is the difference
between losing the key to your cupboard and loosing the whole bunch of
keys. The same problem occurs for implementations of single sign on (SSO)
systems. Forced complex passwords are not only hard to remember, they
often get written down. This transforms the password to a token, and all the
problems of a token apply. The most evident is that a token must be stored
in a secure way, which doesn’t include Post-IT notes pasted on the monitor.
5.1.6 Possible solutions to the problems
Limit the amount of login attempts. If a password can only be tried falsely 3
times before the account is blocked this dramatically increases security. This
may open the path to denial of service attacks (DOS)-attacks and may lower
productivity, but it increases the security of the system.
Use a non-computer interface so that the attacks can't be automated. This
approach is for instance applied to ATM:s. The reason why credit cards are
relatively secure with a four-digit pin is that of the mechanical interface.
Computers can try thousands, if not millions, of combinations in a second if
a computer-enabled interface is provided. The average user doesn’t even
have the possibility to try one combination in the same interval.
Use delays. This is not a very commonly applied technique. Most computer
systems are so concerned with the speed of the provided services that they
apply the same strategy to login procedures. If the login procedure, after
being provided with the demanded credentials, waits a couple of seconds
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before letting the user in, the amount of possible faked login attempts will
decrease drastically. Legitimate users will not suffer noticeably since they
are assumed to provide the correct credentials at the first login attempt.
Use password ageing. Even if the delay principle of the last paragraph is
applied a dedicated attacker may continue to try. Password ageing is a
mechanism that forces the user to choose a temporary password for each
given period of time. Password ageing lower the possibilities for a
successive brute force or dictionary attack described in chapter 7.
Propagate information to the user. Display the number of failed login
attempts since the last login. The user hopefully knows what he did or did
not do.

5.2 Token
The idea of token-based authentication of an identity is to use something
that the user uniquely possesses physically. A token is sometimes called a
personal cryptographic peripheral PCP. In token-based authentication the
system doesn't really authenticate the user's identity but rather the token
itself. According to Smith (2002) the fundamental properties of tokens from
a security standpoint are:
•

A person must physically possess the token in order to
use it.

•

A good token is hard to duplicate

•

A person can lose a token and unintentionally lose
access to a critical resource.

•

People can detect stolen tokens by taking inventory of
the tokens they should have in their possession.

Tokens can be stolen and copied which implies a need for a secure way to
determine that the token is really there. Therefore tokens incorporate a basesecret. This indicates that a token is actually just a storage device for a
complicated base-secret. Tokens can carry a much more complicated base
secret than users can memorise. Both active and passive tokens carry a base
secret and both transmit the secret in some form for authentication
There are physically two types of tokens, those which plug into a computer
and those with a non-computer interface. Non-computer-interface tokens
have limited possibilities to communicate, but it is much harder to launch
attacks against their base-secret since the lack of connectivity. We should
remember that the system is obviously only as secure as the token itself. If
anyone succeeds to reverse engineer the token there is no security.
”Smartcards and plug- in tokens share certain security strengths and
weaknesses. All of them usually present the attacker with a security
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perimeter that can be difficult to physically penetrate, since the internal
logic is usually embedded in a single integrated circuit” (Smith, 2002).
Attacks on these cards are not impossible though. Attackers can for example
manipulate the software that communicates with the card, trick the user or
the card-reader. Different attacks on tokens that physically connect to the
client-workstation are presented by: (Anderson and Kuhn 1996), (Kingpin
2000). There exist roughly three areas of attack: mechanical, electrical and
software. Mechanical attacks focus on penetrating the physical hardware of
the device without being detected by anti tampering mechanisms. Electrical
attacks focus on accessing the internals of the device's circuit board, the
main focus being on extracting the base-secret residing in memory. It has
been shown that this is possible on many devices among others Rainbow
Technologies' iKey 1000 and 2000 which are widely employed USB-tokens.
How to access the internal bus and extract the master key (MKEY), which
provides full administrative access to the token, is shown in numerous
reports among others (Kingpin 2000). It should be pointed out that this was
done using common of-the-shelf tools available to the public.
The importance of tokens remaining physical devices cannot be stressed too
much. As described by the renown hacker Fyodor (2001):
”No token-emulation software can ultimately resist being copied or
counterfeited. While the secret key or seed can be protected
cryptographically, when a program is executed in a PC it is in the
clear and ”readable” to other internal processes within the computer
which hosts it. Various technical defences can make this more
difficult, but with sufficient time, skill, and special knowledge any
program can be copied.”
5.2.1 Physical security of the authentication device
Tamper resistance and hardware protection tries to enforce a security
perimeter in the absence of personnel guarding that perimeter. Protection of
hardware serves two purposes. First it is a protection from gaining
knowledge about the base-secret contained in the perimeter. This can be
electronic shielding, a surface physically hard to penetrate etc. The second
purpose is to make evident that someone has tried to tamper with the unit.
This can be everything from the erasure of the base-secret to self- inflicted
physical or digital markings. All authentication devices have three logical
layers. Fist, a connection or display unit. Secondly, a form of authentication
and attack detection logic. Thirdly, the base secret. These layers work in a
hierarchy where the first layer communicates with the second, which
communicates with the third and vice versa. Encapsulating these three
layers is the physical security of that perimeter.
5.2.2 Passive
Passive tokens are basically just a storage device for the base-secret.
Examples include physical keys, ATM-cards etc. Passive tokens transmit
their base-secret to the authentication mechanism for verification. A
physical key transmits the pattern of the notches to the lock, ATM-cards
transmit the account number to the ATM. There are cards that work with
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patterns of punched holes, proximity-cards that have wire coils transmitting
a unique signal when close to a reader, optical barcode cards and so forth.
The most important problem with passive tokens is the ease of copying. At
the time of writing it was possible to buy a magnetic card reader/writer at
the cost of £9.99 (Ebay, 2004). With minor difficulties an average user
could plug this writer into his machine and start producing magnetic-stripe
cards.
One often forgotten and underrated passive token is the paper. With a long
printed password, generated by a random number generator, the paper can
be transformed to a working token. As long as the paper is kept secret the
token will work. An even more secure way would be to use a one-time
password list. The paper would contain a bunch of randomly generated onetime passwords and the user would employ them in successive order.
5.2.3 Active
The main idea is to incorporate some logical processing into the token,
which would then use algorithms parameterised by the base-secret to
communicate and authenticate itself. Using this idea an attacker doesn’t
know how to calculate replies based on challenges or internal secrets and
hence can't pretend to have the token. Active tokens use encryption and
hashing techniques that can generate one-time passwords. As outlined in 6.3
this makes them immune to sniffing and replay attacks. Examples include
one-time-password tokens, smartcards and other devices that can be plugged
into existing ports on computers. Active tokens don’t emit their base-secret,
they use the base-secret to parameterise cryptographic communication.

5.3 Biometrics
The idea of biometrics is to base the authentication of an identity on the
user's physical characteristics. Recognition of voice, face geometry,
thumbprint, retinal scan, iris scan and facial warmth patterns are some of the
methods used in the field. The idea holds some very interesting applications
and a lot of practical problems.
The use of biometrics in authentication mechanisms is interesting because it
has the possibility to establish the real connection between the physical user
and the user's identity. The information that is used in biometrics is
theoretically a much more accurate description of the physical user than
information assigned to him by another party. You always carry your
biometrics with you and the loss of keys, tokens and forgotten passwords
would not be the problem any more. Biometrics sounds like the Holy Grail
of authentication but it poses some major problems, some of which are very
hard to solve.
First, like all authentication systems, we have a need to store the digital
version of the biometrics. To be able to verify the correctness of the source
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we need a copy at hand. Considering that there always exists a way to break
a systems security, even that of the most robust military organisation, this
leaves us with a peculiar problem concerned with the storage of biometricsinformation. If the system is penetrated and the biometrics- information is
stolen or copied not only is the systems security compromised but the
identity of the physical user himself! How do you change the pattern of your
iris, your thumbprint, and your voice? The negative effects of such a loss are
daunting. A system built on e.g. the users thumbprints would totally
collapse, possibly for good. When using a system that authenticates through
complex information stored by or remembered by the user such a loss would
be severe, but the system could function again if all users where assigned
new secret information, the loss of functionality is not permanent.
Biometrics is a form of art. Just like a photograph of an eye not being the
eye, biometrics is always a description of the original. The important issue
being that it is a description of the original in a fixed moment. The
thumbprint the user left two days ago will not be exactly the same as the one
he leaves today. The physical alignment of the biometrics is changing over
time. The thumb will not be positioned in the same way two consecutive
times in a row, at least it is very unlikely. The biometrics might also have
changed! Consider that the user has been working on his summerhouse for
the weekend and scratched his thumb. When he tries to log in to the system
the digital copy will not match the evolved original. A lot of such scenarios
can be constructed and many of them are very likely to happen. In other
words biometrics has to deal with false positives and false negatives. A false
positive is when the system authenticates a user even though it is not the
”right user” logging in. A false negative is when the system denies the
access of a rightful user. In the above described ”right” and ”rightful” user
aims at the correct physical user connected with the system identity of that
user. Biometrics will get better at detecting false positives and false
negatives but the technology of today is far from perfect. Since the system is
verifying something that is changing, at least in the way that it is presented,
we have to tune the system to err on the side of false positive or false
negative. This means that either the system will let the wrong people in
(false positive) or it will keep the rightful people out (false negative). It is a
choice between two evil things and with not very pleasant side effects.
As with most authentication mechanisms there is a difference between
remote and local usage. Used locally in a closed system that is not
communicating over common infrastructure, biometrics is more secure than
if it is used for authentication remotely via a reader attached to the remote
users laptop for instance. If used remotely the digital replica of the
biometrics can be sniffed and copied. Replaying the login will be as easy as
replaying a password login, the biometrics doesn’t hold its promise of being
something we are any more, it is a digital string with all the problematic
applied that are true for passwords. Keeping in mind that biometrics can’t be
changed it’s not a very attractive prospect.
Another problem with biometrics is that they can be physically copied. This
is possible to do with material readily available in hobby stores. T.
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Matsumoto, H. Matsumoto, K. Yamada, S. Hoshino (2002) describes in
their paper ”Impact of Artificial Gummy Fingers on Fingerprint Systems”
how to construct a gelatine finger from a thumbprint that fools fingerprint
detectors about 80% of the time. The proceedings are roughly:
He takes a fingerprint left on a piece of glass, enhances it with a
cyanoacrylate adhesive, and then photographs it with a digital camera.
Using PhotoShop, he improves the contrast and prints the fingerprint onto a
transparency sheet. Then, he takes a photosensitive printed-circuit board
(PCB) and uses the fingerprint transparency to etch the fingerprint into the
copper, making it three-dimensional. (You can find photosensitive PCBs,
along with instructions for use, in most electronics hobby shops.) Finally, he
makes a gelatine finger using the print on the PCB. As summarised by
Schneier (2002).
Although not all biometrics can be copied in the same simple fashion it
shows that it is quite possible with a small investment to copy biometrics.
Successful attempts at fooling iris scanners, voice recognition systems etc.
have been made as well.
Finally, there exists a fatal practical problem with biometrics. As described
by Gollman (1999): ”Will users accept such a mechanism? They may feel
that they are treated like criminals if their fingerprints are taken. They may
not like the idea of a laser beam scanning their retina.” If users are not
willing to use the technology in fear of privacy, getting hurt by the
mechanism or something subtler it will never work!
Biometrics can be a promising future method of authentication for systems
that don’t communicate over common infrastructure. If used remotely over a
network we could as well use a base secret with the same entropy and get
rid of the problems connected with biometrics.
5.3.1 Actions and movement
The idea is to use your movements and repetitive actions as an
authentication mechanism. This could be the interval between keystrokes
and common errors you make at the keyboard, the speed and writing
pressure when you write your signature etc. Some security experts consider
this to be an authentication- field of its own, I do not. In my point of view it
is an attribute of biometrics and the same principles apply. Should the
system err on the side of false positives or false negatives? How do we deal
with problems like injuries, ageing etc?

5.4 Location
The idea is to use your location as a characteristic in the authentication
mechanism. This is done in a lot of areas to day. It is for example not
uncommon for system administrators only to be allowed to login from an
operator console and not from a user terminal.
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The idea of limiting the physical areas where you can access the system is
an attractive one. Considering a system that is open to the whole Internet
basically enables the greater part of the developed world to try and access
the system. Limiting the number of geographical zones from where you can
log in reduces the amount of possible attacks enormously. It is not simple to
realise such a system though. One solution might be to use the global
positioning system (GPS). Another solution might be to determine the
source of the IP communication depending on interfaces.
If the precise geographical location has to be established during
authentication, a system may use the services of the GPS system.
”Identifying the location of a user when a login request is made may also
help to resolve later disputes about the true identity of the user.” Gollman
(1999). Considering that the GPS system was not constructed with digital
security as a primary focus, the transmissions may be intercepted and
manipulated, it can though be of relevance, due to the extra hardware
needed to mount such attacks as well as the knowledge required. Another
fundamental drawback with the use of GPS in authentication mechanisms is
that the technology doesn’t work well indoors.
Building on similar ideas, a mobile phone that only receives an SMS with a
one-time password in a specified geographical zone could be used, as could
stationary telephones etc. The most basic example of limiting the
geographical zones from where to log in is the use of localised computer
systems that require you to be at the local keyboard typing. The widespread
use of the Internet, interconnected faxes, modems etc. have undermined the
effectiveness of such a system and hence increased the need for other
mechanisms. In a discussion such as this it is worth pointing out that
different mediums hold different security levels. The ease with which an
adversary may mount an attack over a medium with a computer interface
not requiring special equipment degrades the security of systems based
thereupon. The equipment needed to manipulate the GPS system, the
mobile-phone system etc. doesn’t make authentication mechanisms based
thereupon secure, but probably harder to attack.

5.5 Cryptography
Cryptography is widely used in remote authentication mechanisms as a part
of the mechanism itself. While guaranteeing a certain level of security over
an insecure line, cryptography in itself can be used as means of
authentication. In the symmetric sense of cryptography: if one party is able
to encrypt something to the other party using a shared secret key, that party
must evidently be in possession of the shared secret thus authenticating him
to be the possessor of the key. In public key cryptography the use of
certificates enables the same indirect authentication principle to be used.
Only the true possessor of a certificate’s secret key can sign sent messages
and read received messages encrypted with the corresponding public key.
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6 Authentication mechanisms
An authentication mechanism needs two things: first a user that is associated
with an identity (identification) and then a proof of identity (authentication).
The system compares the values entered by the user to those stored in a
database. As concluded in Gollman (1999): The re exist two reasons for
authenticating a user:
•

The user identity is a parameter in access control
decisions.

•

The user identity is recorded when logging securityrelevant events in an audit trail.

Authentication mechanisms rely on protocols, which in turn rely on basesecrets to parameterise the cryptographic operations. Different types of
containers for base secrets where described in chapter 5. These components
provide the protocol with the information needed to authenticate the holder
of the component. An authentication mechanism is any protocol able to
securely authenticate identities using such a predefined infrastructure.

6.1 Symmetric mechanisms
Symmetric mechanisms are dependent on symmetric cryptography.
Therefore the distribution of keys is a major problem to make these systems
work. The following chapter describes the industry leading protocol using
symmetric cryptography and analyses some advantages and weaknesses
with this protocol.
6.1.1 Kerberos
Kerberos is an authentication service developed at MIT as part of the
Athena project. The problem that Kerberos addresses is the problem of
restricting access to services and to authenticated users, in an open
distributed environment. Kerberos provides a centralised authentication
server whose function is to authe nticate users to servers and servers to users.
At the time of writing the current stable release of Kerberos is version 5-1.3.
The Kerberos authentication server takes the role of a trusted third party.
The authentication scheme is based on the proposed protocol by (Needham
and Schroeder, 1993). Concerning the security of Kerberos we can conclude
as outlined in (Stallings, 2000): ”Assuming that the protocol is well
designed, then the authentication service is secure if the Kerberos server
itself is secure.”
Taking a closer look at the protocol, Kerberos counters the following
attacks:
•
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Spoofing at the local client

•

Spoofing at the network level

•

Replay attacks

This can be proven by the design of the Kerberos version-5
message exchanges. A good source with a clear explanation can be
found on page 97 in (Stallings, 2000). It should however be pointed
out that the Kerberos approach has some vital drawbacks
concerning the strength of authentication. Some practical
drawbacks as well as the strength of the Kerberos authentication
scheme will be described in the next chapter.
The first practical drawback is that the Kerberos server must share a secret
key with each server. All servers providing services to the users must hence
be Kerberos-enabled. Secondly, the Kerberos approach assumes that the
users have dedicated workstations. The construction implies the need for a
client module. All clients must have this module and Kerberos does not
provide an infrastructure for distribution of modules to the clients. Thirdly
as described in (Smith, 2002), the overall security of a Kerberos site also
relies on the assumption that all clocks are roughly synchronised on all
participating computers. The main security and authentication issue is that
the whole authentication scheme is password-based. Symmetric encryption
is used with a key based on the user's password. The key generation
algorithm can be found on page 111 in (Stallings, 2000). This implies that,
any person being able to capture the ticket-granting-ticket, during the initial
communication with the Kerberos-authentication-server, can perform a
brute- force and dictionary attack as explained in chapter 6. Drawing from
the concerns about passwords and password-based schemes explained in
chapter 5.1, the Kerberos-scheme is as week as the user's passwords. An
additional problem common to all on- line authentication mechanisms is that
the server must be on- line for the system to work. Kerberos is not well
suited for user authentication, although symmetric schemes may be used
effectively using the users characteristics as the base secret.

6.2 Asymmetric mechanisms
Asymmetric mechanisms depend on the use of public-key cryptography and
certificates. Using this technique it is possible to construct off- line
authentication mechanisms. This chapter intends to describe two industry
leading authentication mechanisms using public-key cryptography.
6.2.1 DSSA/SPX
Using digital certificates and asymmetric cryptography, the DSSA/SPX
architecture authenticates workstations in a distributed environment. DSSA
stands for Distributed Authentication Security Service, and is adopted as
RFC 1507. SPX is part of DSSA and developed at Digital Equipment
Corporation. The SPX architecture involves the notion of credentials,
certificates and authentication tokens. Credentials is the SPX notation of a
user in the system. A credential includes the description and long-term
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private key of the user. The certificate binds the users description to his
corresponding public key.
The user credentials can be stored either on a server or on a smartcard held
by the user that requires a password to be initialised.
The message exchange and security analysis can be found in (Tardo and
Alagappan, 1991). The certificate distribution centre (CDC) holds each
user's certificate binding the user's identity to his public key. The
authentication mechanism works as follows: the user chooses a session key
and encrypts the current time with the chosen key. The user encrypts the
session key with the receiver's public key, and signs the transmittio n with
his secret key providing authentic identification. To verify a signature and to
encrypt data to another user the certificates of all the users in the system are
stored centrally on the CDC.
In contrast to Kerberos, described in chapter 6.1.1, compromise of the CDC
does not compromise the protocol but may open the avenue to denial of
service attacks.
6.2.2 X.509 Authentication service
X.509 defines a framework for the provision of authentication services by
the X.500 directory to its users. The directory may act as an intermediate
storage for certificates. X.509 is the most common certificate standard and
is widely used in software-based and hardware-based certificates.
The authentication mechanism builds on the off- line authentication
mechanism pattern and is basically a framework for distribution of
certificates through the X.500 directory. Because it is computationally
infeasible to forge a certificate, they can be placed in a publicly accessible
directory. A thorough description of the X.509 standard can be found in
chapter 3.5

6.3 One-time password mechanisms
The idea of using a one-time password is to combine the simplicity of
passwords with the complexity of cryptographic operations. There are
basically two ways in which one can construct a one-time password
algorithm. Common for both ways is that they are founded on a shared
secret between the sender and he receiver. The first approach is to combine
the base secret with an internal counter as input to some cryptographic
operation resulting in a unique string. The second approach is to combine
the base-secret with an internal clock using cryptographic operations
resulting in a unique string. There are approaches combining the two but it
is not certain whether such an approach would increase the security of the
protocol. The unique string resulting from the operation is unique in the
sense that it should be computationally infeasible to construct the next string
in the series without knowledge of the base-secret and the clock or counter
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respectively. One-time passwords are most often achieved using a one-way
hash function. Since the clocks and counters are continuously changing the
resulting string or the one-time password is as well. This means that the
password being used is never the same twice. The algorithm parameterised
by the base-secret and the additional seed (clock or counter) resides both at
the client as well as the authentication server. This enables the server to
verify the client by computing the valid one-time password and comparing it
with the one entered by the client.
The positive effects of using one-time password mechanisms are quite
obvious. If an attacker would find a used password written down or stored
in the cache of a system it would no longer be usable. The one-time
password mechanisms also lessen the threat of successful brute force
attacks.
There are mainly two factors about one-time password mechanisms that
should be of concern. First, the user has to carry or have access to some sort
of device containing the base secret. This device is of course liable for all
types of disadvantages applicable to physical hardware like mechanical
problems, electric problems, theft etc. Secondly, because of the use of
changing secrets (clocks and counters) the server has to be in sync with the
client. This makes the protocols complicated and makes it hard to
distinguish what is an attack on the authentication mechanism and what is
normal drift.

6.4 The RADIUS protocol
The RADIUS protocol provides a secure way for authenticationcommunication using an indirect design-pattern. The indirect design-pattern
is described in chapter 4.2. There are three components in a RADIUS
authentication exchange. A client, requesting authentication, a front-end
server handling access control and a RADIUS-server authenticating the
initial request. The client sends a request to the front-end server who sends
an ”access-request” to the RADIUS-server. The RADIUS-server responds
with either an ”access-accept” or an ”access-denied” message to the frontend, which takes appropriate action. In RADIUS-terminology the front-end
server is called the ”client” and the RADIUS-server is called the ”server”, I
prefer to use the above-described terminology so no confusion will be
between the user-client and the RADIUS-client. The RADIUS protocol only
describes the message exchange between the front-end and the RADIUSserver. Therefore the RADIUS-protocol may be broken if the client/frontend communication is insecure. Example of attacks can be found in chapter
7.
The RADIUS protocol is built on a symmetric encryption scheme using a
password or pass-phrase as the base-secret. The base-secret must thus be
shared between the front-end and the RADIUS-server. The base-secret is
used for computing the correct hash values as well as for encryption of the
password sent from the front-end. The RADIUS protocol has become the
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industry standard for doing authentication remotely. It is common in both
legacy and new systems. It has two modes of operation, the most common is
the password-based access-request mode but a challenge-response mode
exists as well.
The two cryptographic operations in the protocol are the
encryption/decryption of the password and construction of the response
authenticator. They can be described as follows:
Here + denotes concatenation, the base-secret BS, the request authenticator
R, the password broken down into 16-octets p1 p2 … pn, where the last
block is padded with zeroes until a 16-octet boundary is reached and c1
through cn are the corresponding crypto-text blocks. MD5 denotes the
Message Digest version 5 one-way hash function.
The encryption is done in the following way:
c1 = p1 XOR MD5(BS + R)
c2 = p2 XOR MD5(BS + c1)
.
.
.
cn = pn XOR MD5(BS + cn-1)
Thus the encryption uses a form of stream-cipher incorporating the results
of earlier blocks in the construction of the new ones. More information
about stream-chipers or state-based symmetric cryptography can be found in
chapter 3.2.
The construction of the request authenticator is done in the following way:
ResponseAuthenticator=MD5(Code+ID+Length+R+Attributes+Secret)
Though widely implemented (the only really competing protocol being
TACACS+, which is subtly flawed (Hill, 2001)) the RADIUS protocol has
some security issues not dependent on attacks on the client/front-end
communication. The following findings are concluded in (Hill, 2001).
•
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The User-Password protection technique is flawed in many ways. It
should not use a stream cipher, and it should not use MD5 as a
cipher primitive. This enables the following attacks:
•

User-Password Attribute Based Shared Secret Attack

•

User-Password Based Password Attack

•

Passive User-Password Compromise Through
Repeated Request Authenticators

•

•

The Response Authenticator is a good idea, but it is poorly
implemented. This enables the following attack:
•

•

User-Password Based Password Attack

Many client implementations do not create Request Authenticators
that are sufficiently random. This enables the following attack:
•

•

Response Authenticator Based Shared Secret Attack

The Access-Request packet is not authenticated at all. This enables
the following attack:
•

•

Active User-Password Compromise through Repeated
Request Authenticators

Request Authenticator Based Attacks

Many administrators choose RADIUS shared secrets with
insufficient information entropy. Many client and host
implementations artificially limit the shared secret key space. This
enables/causes the following flaw:
•

Shared Secret Hygiene

The most serious threat to the protocol is probably the ”Response
Authenticator Based Shared Secret Attack”. The attack only requires that
the adversary is able to sniff one access-request message and one accessaccept/reject response. If this is possible, the attacker can launch an off- line
exhaustive search for the base-secret. When the adversary has found the
base-secret of the system, all user accounts are compromised. The attack is
even possible to do off- line which greatly increases the speed of the
exhaustive search. The attack can be described as follows. ” The Response
Authenticator is essentially an ad ho c MD5 based keyed hash. This
primitive facilitates an attack on the shared secret. If an attacker observes a
valid Access-Request packet and the associated Access-Accept or AccessReject packet, they can launch an off- line exhaustive attack on the shared
secret. The attacker can pre-compute the MD5 state for
(Code+ID+Length+RequestAuth+Attributes) and then resume the hash once
for each shared secret guess. The ability to pre-compute the leading sections
of this keyed hash primitive reduces the computational requirements for a
successful attack.” (Hill, 2001).
The above-described attack is even more dangerous due to the allowance of
multiple front-ends and RADIUS-servers sharing the same base-secret. This
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makes it easier to sniff traffic, since more is available, and a successful
attack would not compromise one but many systems.

6.5 Strong user authentication mechanisms
A strong user authentication mechanism implies that an adversary has to
launch multiple attacks over different types of infrastructure to succeed in
breaking the security of the authentication mechanism. Different
infrastructure is most straightforwardly described through a couple of
examples: A tamper-proof hardware device, a firewall protected computer, a
cryptography protected Internet connection, the GSM mobile phone network
etc. Using the assumption that modern well- tested cryptography using a
certain key length is secure, the attacker has as his only option to attack
either end of the communication or the communication itself if it is not
protected by cryptographic means. If using multiple layers of authentication,
breaking one type of infrastructure will still not provide access by the user
authentication mechanism.
This still leaves us with the question if such a system really exists. The
answer to that question is both yes and no. It exists under certain premises.
If the user is trying to access a system remotely through the authentication
mechanism there might in such a scenario be a single point of failure, the
client system. Most authentication mechanisms are based on authentication
over the Internet. Adding multiple layers of authentication to strengthen the
mechanism will still make us communicate with the authentication server
over the Internet and through the client system. The premise in conclusion is
either that the client system is trustworthy and secure or that the different
layers of authentication are separated and communicate with the
authentication system over different infrastructure. To see an example of
such a system we can consider the following: Imagine the access control
system of a company building. First, the user might have to insert his
employee-card into a reader. Secondly, he might have to put his thumb on a
thumbprint-scanner. Thirdly he might have to unlock the door manually
with a key. In this system the three layers of authentication are separated,
the key to the door is not communicating over the same infrastructure as the
card-reader and the thumbprint-scanner might have its own communication
line to the authentication server. Breaking one part of the system will not
give you access to the building, hopefully at least. This was an example of
local authentication. Doing the same thing remotely is a lot harder. Either
we have to trust the client system or we have to communicate over different
infrastructure. An example of such a system would be the use of a remotely
entered password at the client-computer over a secure line to the
authentication server. Secondly the user would have a challenge-response
token communicating with the authentication server over an encrypted GSM
communications line. In this scenario an adversary would have to gain
knowledge of the password as well as get hold of or break the algorithm of
the token. Now, let’s see what we have gained by the presented solution
above. Using tokens or other self communication-enabled equipment can be
used to construct a strong user authentication mechanism, but we have
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gained nothing in security. The problem still remains that the client
computer must be secure, the later information exchange is still going to be
through that client computer so we can forget about the whole idea of using
self communication-enabled equipment.
Although it is true that we have to trust the security of the client to have
strong user authentication, there are ways to limit the possibilities of attack.
If we use a one-time password mechanism, replay attacks are no longer a
concern. Furthermore, the less tokens or hardware transmitting the base
secret that are plugged into the client comp uter, the lower is the chance of
an attacker launching an automated attack through the client computer on
that hardware. The use of a non-computer interface is of central importance
in that matter. Authentication hardware using non-computer interfaces limits
the complexity of communication between the hardware and the
authentication server (passing through the client), but in turn leaves the
attacker the only possibility of claiming the device rather than launching an
automated attack through the client.
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7 Attacks against authentication mechanisms
An abundance of attacks are often possible to mount on any authentication
system. There exists a flora of creative names for all possible attacks in
specific contexts. For example the interception of a plaintext password, if it
is done while looking on a user typing it on a terminal, is called shoulder
surfing but when done over a network it is called password sniffing etc. This
chapter will structure the attacks depending on fundamental similarities
between them.

7.1 Guessing attacks
The aim of a guessing attack is to use computational means to discover what
the base-secret is. It is an indirect approach in the sense that it can work
even if we are not in possession of any form of the base-secret. Claiming the
base secret might make the guessing more practical but that is the aim of an
interception attack. This can be done in more or less intelligent ways. The
two basic concepts of a guessing attack are the brute-force approach and the
dictionary approach.
7.1.1 Brute force
Most OS’s use a dedicated file or database where each username and the
corresponding password is stored. In modern systems there is not the actual
password but rather the cryptographic hash of the password that is stored
with the username. This is to prevent anyone, being able to retrieve the file,
to learn all user passwords. Most authentication mechanisms thus compare
the cryptographic hash of the entered password rather than the plain text of
it. An additional security measure taken is to add a random constant to the
password before hashing. This is called a salt and will make the amount of
combinations for each password (two to the power of the length of the salt)
larger.
If the attacker were able to retrieve the password file he would be able to
associate each username with the cryptographic hash of the users password.
Assuming that the user is able to choose his password, it would most
certainly be something non-random. The idea in a brute force attack is
simple. The attacker generates every possible combination of keyboard
input up to a certain length and then hashes the values. If any of the
generated hash-values turn up in the password file the attacker has the
corresponding plaintext password. For each new hash-value generated the
whole password file is searched for a match, thus the attacker has to go
through all possible combinations only once. Using this technique the
attacker will on average find every second user password after trying half of
all possible combinations. This is the only attack possible on a password file
if the hash function is really one-way and if users choose their passwords at
random. This is clearly not the common case and hence there is a faster and
much more effective method, the dictionary attack.
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If the attacker is not able to retrieve the password file, he can still launch
this type of attack if the system has a computer enabled interface and
doesn’t block access after a certain number of failed login attempts.
7.1.2 Dictionary
The idea is to use a huge database of common passwords and words as well
as combinations of them and compare their hash values with the ones stored
in the password file. If the attacker finds a match he also has the
corresponding password. If the program used to compare the hash values is
able to construct all possible combinations of strings shorter than a threshold
value we in fact have a brute force attack.
If the attacker is not able to retrieve the password file and the system has a
computer-enabled interface the attacker can still use this type of attack.
Consider a website which requires a password to be entered in a form. The
attacker could easily write a small program that posts already filled out
forms to the website using the same database as above. In this case the
plaintext password would be entered and not the hash value of the password.
If the website doesn’t have any mechanism to disable a user after a certain
number of failed attempts to login, this attack would sooner or later succeed.
With the hardware available on the normal desktop of today a successful
dictionary attack is just hours away providing an 8-digit password. The
ready availability of programs for this type of attack is frightening. LC5,
John the ripper just to name a few. According to Schneier (2000) ”On a 400MHz Quad Pentium II, L0phtcrack can try every alphanumeric password in
5.5 hours, every alphanumeric password with some common symbols in 45
hours, and every possible keyboard password in 480 hours.” Now imagine
that was in 2000 and with desktops in 2004 having processors capable of
over 1 GHz it doesn’t look good. The increasing speed of processors and
hence the ability to reclaim hashed passwords have soon overrun the user’s
ability to memorise complex passwords.

7.2 Interception attacks
An interception attack in contrast to a guessing attack is aimed at finding
some form of the base-secret directly. Although substantial testing often has
to be done to decrypt the data, if it is encrypted, the aim is to retrieve the
base-secret directly.
7.2.1 Sniffing
A sniffing attack is aimed at attacking the communications line between the
remote host and the authentication server. Sniffing is consequently an
interception attack on the communications line. It can be done in various
manners requiring different equipment depending on the design of the
information carrier. Most computer-enabled systems use either wired
communication or air carried communication. The idea is to install yourself
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or ”the sniffer” somewhere along the used communication line. The next
step is to connect to this line using various techniques. If the communication
is over the Internet, the use of any computer along the line of
communication will suffice or if you have access to any hub or switch along
that line these can be easily manipulated to send you the information. Air
borne communication is often easier to intercept since it uses broadcasting
techniques; however, it requires some ”not all to common” equipment.
7.2.2 Man in the middle attack
In a remote login session the user credentials will be held temporarily on
multiple intermediate storage locations. This can be different types of
buffers, cache- memory, web-pages, transmitter stations and so forth. A man
in the middle attack is aimed at extracting that information from the
intermediate storage. Having access to intermediate infrastructure or getting
access to this infrastructure for information extraction is called ”a man in
the middle attack”. There is a combination of this attack that forces the
remote communication to go over infrastructure that the adversary is in
possession or control of. Using denial of service techniques and the
knowledge of the underlying routing protocol this is sometimes possible.
More information about denial of service attacks can be found in chapter
7.3.
7.2.3 Spoofing and masquerading
This is an interception attack with an artistic touch. The idea is to dress up
like someone or something the user trusts. In the physical world there are
loads of examples, and the digital world holds a rich flora as well. Examples
include: Fake web-pages looking like yo ur online bank, web-sites looking
like well known e-commerce sites, fake login programs on user terminals
etc. As you might have noticed, spoofing can be either local, like a fake
login program, or remote, like network spoofing with a fake server.
7.2.4 Attack on the underlying infrastructure
This type of attack is an interception attack at the host, server or
intermediate storage device. It requires tampering with the hardware or the
underlying system on which the communication or client/server architecture
is built. Most often hardware tampering is inconvenient and the use of
malicious software to compromise the host or server system is used. Remote
software compromise may include infection of the remote system with a
trojan through e- mail or a break in through an exploit. The ways in which
this may be attained are numerous but the principles remain the same. As
outlined in chapter 6.5 this is one of the greatest problems with building any
secure authentication system and I refer to the discussion at the end of that
chapter. A good source for further information is (Skoudis, 2003).
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7.3 Denial of service attack
The aim of a denial of service attack is somewhat different from most other
attacks. Instead of trying to gain access to the system, or reveal sensitive
data, this attack focuses on rendering the system unusable. Some ways to
achieve this is to flood the server system with false requests. Another way is
to flood the client with fake responses. Both these approaches exploit the
functionality of the Internets routing protocol as well as some layers in the
OSI model and the TCP/IP stack. Denial of service attacks might not only
serve to render systems unusable, they are most often used to force either
party to change their way of communication to something less secure and
more easy to launch other attacks upon. Further information might be found
in (Haraldsson, 2003).

7.4 Social engineering
”Social engineering is the hacker term for a con game: persuade the other
person to do what you want. It's very effective. Social engineering bypasses
cryptography, computer security, network security, and everything else
technological. It goes straight to the weakest link in any security system: the
poor human being trying to get his job done, and wanting to help out if he
can.” (Schne ier, 2000). For most people security is only something that is in
their way, hindering them to get their work done. Therefore a person that
seeks help ”just trying to get their work done” is quite probably assisted
with a friendly smile. We should remember that a lot of people are just part
of the system and have little or no knowledge of how revealing information
might affect the security of the overall system. Social engineering also
occurs in more automated ways. For example e- mails, pretending to come
from someone trustworthy, have frequently been used to deceive people to
reveal secret information. In the end these types of techniques will always
work and can defeat any authentication mechanism. Attempts to solutions
include education and tokens. The first is pretty obvious but hard to achieve.
The second builds on the idea that you can give away information but its
harder to give away a token, at least if you are situated in different
geographical positions.

7.5 Attacks on biometrics
There are basically three types of attacks that can be performed on
authentication mechanisms dependent on biometrics. They can be described
as follows:
•

Forge the biometrics characteristic

•

Mimic or replay the user behaviour

•

Intercept and replay the biometrics signature
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The forging of a biometrics characteristic is equal to making a working
physical copy that will fool the biometrics sensor. Depending on the type of
biometrics used and the sensitivity of the sensor this may be everything
from hard to very easy. In chapter 5.3 some examples are outlined that
among others describe how to copy thumbprints using readily available
hardware at a low cost.
Mimicking user behaviour can fool systems dependent on user actions. This
may include mimicking the user's signature, his voice etc. This is one of the
most common attacks on non-digital biometrics authentication mechanisms
like cheques, credit card receipts and so forth. Although this is a slightly less
technical attack it requires great skills in acting.
Interception and replay of the biometrics signature is a combination of a
sniffing, spoofing and replay attack. This is obviously a very technical
attack and requires that the system is to be used remotely. In chapter 5.3 you
can find a discussion on why biometrics authentication is not preferable as a
solution to remote authentication. Of course this attack could be launched
locally as well, but that would defeat the purpose of a local secure
perimeter.
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Part II – Analysis and Construction
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8 Scenarios
Scenario is a term familiar to usability professionals, commonly used to
describe a method of design problem solving by concretisation (Carroll,
2000). In this chapter, three scenarios will be described focusing on how
the users accomplish their goals using the constructed authentication
solution.

8.1 Goals
By using the authentication-product users want to gain access to corporate
information. The user’s goal is to be able to get his work done. The
authentication-product is, in the user’s context, only an interface offering
local programs access to useful information and thus increasing their
efficiency and becoming useful tools to the user. The primary goal being
getting the work done, a secondary goal might be getting access to a useful
tool to accomplish the task associated with the primary goal. Assuming this
holds true for all users, the authentication-product is supposed to help the
user in:
•

Getting the work done

•

Giving access to helpful tools that make the work
more efficient

8.2 Scenario I – External known client
A known client is in this context some type of communication device that is
possible to distinguish as belonging to Siemens. This is to verify that the
client system, not only the user, is allowed to process the requested
information. Examples include verifying the software configuration on the
client, like the existence of an up to date firewall, virus-protection as well as
unique hardware numbers etc. The client is known in the sense that it is
known to the authentication-system.
Siemon is 47 and works for the Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery salesdepartment in Finspång.
1. Siemon wakes up early in the hotel room and powers
up his Siemens- laptop. Connecting it to the hotels
wireless- LAN hub he has access to the Internet.
Siemon starts the pre installed AppGate-client
prompting him to authenticate himself. Using his
Siemens smartcard he completes the process and gets
access to high-security documents. Siemon downloads
the latest negotiation- guidelines from the salesdepartment regarding the huge order of gas turbines
requested by the Latvian government.
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2. Arriving at the meeting with the government
customers he is well informed about the economical
framework for the deal. After a while the customers
request some technical information that he has not
brought with him to the meeting. Connecting his
laptop to the Internet using his mobile phone and
authenticating himself with the mobile he accesses the
Siemens Finspång intranet and downloads the
information.
3. Arriving at Arlanda 2 p.m. he authenticates to the
AppGate front-end and reads his mail and works on
some figures on the train to Norrköping.
4. Finally home at 4 p.m. he connects his laptop to the
Internet through the home ADSL-modem and
authenticates himself using the AppGate-client. He
uses the SAP/R3 application to report the day’s work
and has time to prepare dinner for the family.

8.3 Scenario II – External unknown client
An unknown client is in this context some type of communication device
that is not detected as belonging to Siemens. This can imply that even
though the user is allowed to process the requested information he is not
allowed to do it using this communication device.
Caroline is CEO for an Indonesian power plant using Siemens turbines. She
has to access running-statistics and error reports to predict future
requirements and budget.
1. Caroline sits in her office and points her browser to the
Siemens www-server. She sees a link that says login
and points the cursor to it. A login applet is displayed
requiring her to authenticate herself. She uses her
mobile phone and a secret password to verify her
identity to the system. Immediately after successful
login she is displayed an interface with different icons
representing services she has access to. She clicks on
the ”turbine statistics service” icon and is displayed a
customised web page with statistics for the turbines
her company runs.
2. During lunch a colleague asks her if they ever have
had a standstill on any of the two turbines. She can’t
remember if there ever has been any and decides to
check the history of error reports using her PDA and a
mobile phone to connect to Siemens. Authenticating
herself to the system she browses the error reports on
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her PDA and is astonished that there never has been a
standstill during her time at the company.
3. During a late economical presentation in the evening.
She feels confident that she has up-to-date information
and that the information has been provided in a secure
manner. Some of the questions during the presentation
required her to access statistics on Siemens, but since
the authentication is done through the use of an applet
in the web-browser it was easy to get the information
during the presentation.

8.4 Scenario III – Internal client
An internal client is basically a known client that is easier to verify.
Verification includes network specific data like routing information etc.
Simona is 32 and works as a network technician at Siemens Industrial
Turbomachinery.
1. For internal users at Siemens the system is set up to
only allow www-traffic without strong authentication.
Simona needs to administer the CVS system and logson to the AppGate-server using the pre installed client.
She enters her password and uses her Siemens
smartcard to authenticate herself. She now has
allowance to SSH to the CVS system as well as to use
the admin web- interface for the CVS system. Since all
traffic is encrypted the web-traffic is not vulnerable to
sniffing.
2. During the afternoon she needs full access to the
network where the servers are situated to do some
traffic analysis. She uses the AppGate-client to open
an IP-tunnel through the AppGate-server providing her
with full access to the server network.
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9 Practical analysis of strong user

authentication mechanisms
When analysing the security of authentication mechanisms it is important to
note its context. There are basically four parts that have to be secured for an
authentication system to be secure:
•

The client computing system

•

The server system

•

The communication lines connecting the server and
the client

•

The authentication mechanism itself

In this chapter I will analyse the products assuming the security of the server
and the communication line between them. The security of the client
workstation will not be analysed while this is a completely different, though
interdependent, field in computer security. A warning flag should be raised
pointing at the security of the client system. A compromised client could in
a worst-case scenario jeopardise the whole authentication system. A solid
authentication mechanism can help in detecting such a compromise but
there are no guarantees.
The following chapter analyses three different tokens each representing
what could be considered the most suitable product in its field for Siemens
Industrial Turbomachinery.

9.1 Products
The choice of products to analyse has been distilled from a broad spectrum
of authentication-products. The process can be described as follows:
•

Discard products that have been shown how to
compromise

•

Discard products that have not been on the market
long enough to have received relevant security
analysis.

•

If multiple products exist that function in similar ways
with similar interfaces, choose the most known
product or the product from the company that can offer
the best support.

•

Discard products that require special interfaces not
common to all computers. The Siemens smart card is a
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practical exception to this rule since the card-reader
infrastructure is considered to be common at Siemens.
Some of the most evident implications of the scheme presented above are
the rejection of authentication mechanism relying on: PCMCIA-cards,
biometrics-readers and proximity-readers. Due to the huge rate of securityflaws in USB-tokens this category of products will not be analysed. The
discarding of USB-tokens is founded on (Kingpin, 2000), (Bowers, 2004),
to name a few. Biometrics, while being an interesting future field for local
authentication, has major drawbacks when used remotely. A motivation of
why biometrics is not suitable for remote authentication can be found in
chapter 5.3. Since authentication mechanisms relying on tokens being
connected to the client computer is not favoured if they require additional
hardware in addition to the token itself, non-computer- interface tokens are
highly favoured. A list of companies whose authentication products have
been candidates for further analysis is presented in appendix A. The
products that have been chosen for analysis are presented below. It should
be noted that the protocols described have excluded one two-way
communication each. The communication excluded is a bind-query against
the local LDAP database to either verify the users identity or the users id as
well as his password. This has been done so that the protocols described are
correct on a more general scale (each product has a possibility to keep its
own user database). Confirming that the user exists in the local LDAP
database is the first thing that happens when a connection attempt is made to
the authentication system.
9.1.1 Mideye
The Mideye authentication mechanism is based on an indirect design pattern
with a centralised authentication server. The token is the SIM card in any
GSM or WCDMA enabled cell-phone.
”Mideye offers a user- friendly and cost-efficient solution for strong
authentication of remote end-users. With Mideye, the ordinary mobile
phone / SIM card is used as a security token, thereby replacing the need for
dedicated client authentication hardware and software. Remote end- users
are identified with a secret password in combination with a one-time
password that is sent to the end-user's mobile phone. Mideye works with
any GSM or WCDMA phone. For the end- user, Mideye provides a
convenient and easy-to-use identification method. One token - the mobile
phone - can be used for all services.” (Mideye, 2004)
Demands on infrastructure:
•
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A local Mideye-authentication-server has to be set up.
The server needs to be able to either handle requests
directly or indirectly via a Mideye-API. The server
also needs to access the user information with the
corresponding password, preferably from an LDAPdatabase. Finally the server needs to be able to

communicate with a central Mideye server hosted by
Mideye AB that is responsible for sending the SMS to
the end-users mobile phone.
•

The end-user has to have a mobile phone with a
corresponding personal SIM-card, which acts as a
personal token.

The user authentication mechanism works as follows:
1. The end-user requests access to a protected service
using the AppGate client. The user provides his
username and password
2.

The AppGate server asks the Mideye server to verify
the users username and password

3. The Mideye server queries a database to verify the
user information and to receive the users cell-phone
number
4. The information is sent back to the Mideye server
which either denies access or proceed as follows
5. The Mideye server constructs a one-time-passwo rd
and sends it together with the users cell-phone number
to a central Mideye switch.
6. The Mideye switch sends the one-time-password to the
users cell-phone
7. When the switch has received verification that the
users mobile phone has received the SMS the switch
sends a message to the Mideye server confirming the
delivery of the one-time-password.
8. The Mideye server sends a request to the AppGate
server to ask for the valid one-time-password for this
session
9. The end-user is prompted to enter the one-time
password in a second login box.
10. The user enters the one-time-password and sends it to
the AppGate server.
11. The AppGate server sends the one-time-password to
the Mideye server for verification
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12. The Mideye server authenticates the one-timepassword and sends a message to the AppGate server
to either accept or reject the user.

A graphical illustration on how the mechanism works can be found in
appendix E.
9.1.2 RSA-SecureID
The RSA-Secure-ID authentication mechanism is based on an indirect
design pattern with a company specific authentication server. The token is
an active cryptographic device that produces one-time-passwords depending
on a clock-based scheme.
”SecurID® two-factor authentication is based on something you know (a
password or PIN) and something you have (an aut henticator)—providing a
much more reliable level of user authentication than reusable passwords.
RSA Security offers enterprises a wide range of user authentication options
to help positively identify users before they interact with mission-critical
data and applications” (RSA Security, 2004)
Demands on infrastructure:
•

An RSA ACE-Server is needed to verify the one-timepasswords produced by the tokens. The server
maintains unique counters for all the clocks and basesecrets of the tokens. An RSA Agent is needed as a
front-end to the server, in this context AppGate is
used.

•

SecureID-tokens need to be distributed to the users.
The token is a cryptographic device in the size of a
matchbox.

The user authentication mechanism works as follows:
1. The end-user waits for a good time to extract the onetime-password from the SecurID-ID token. Each onetime-password is only valid in an interval of 60
seconds.
2. Upon an access request to a protected service the enduser is prompted for user-name, pin code and onetime-password.
3. The AppGate server sends the information to the RSA
ACE-server for verification.
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4. The ACE-server queries an internal database for the
internal clock of the end-users token.
5. An answer is passed back to the ACE-server from the
database
6. The ACE-server calculates the corresponding onetime-password for the end-users token and sends an
authentication message to the AppGate server either
denying or granting the user access

A graphical illustration on how the mechanism works can be found in
appendix F.
9.1.3 Siemens-Smartcard
The smartcard authentication mechanism that has been implemented is
based on an indirect design pattern. The token is an active cryptographic
smartcard where the private key is locked with a pin-code.
”Advanced information technologies are increasingly being used to improve
the effectiveness of business processes between partners. Business
transactions are processed over public networks without the need for
partners to be there 'in person'. This trend can be seen in the business-tobusiness (B2B) and business-to-consumer (B2C) environment, and in the
context of company- internal activities and communications.
By the deployment of asymmetrical cryptography, the Siemens PKI (Public
Key Infrastructure) serves to improve information security within the
company. Each user is here assigned a pair of cryptographic keys. Starting
with the encryption and digital signature of the e- mail, this pair of keys will
in future open up to the user the level of IT-security you require for your
business processes, and in particular the confidentiality and integrity of
information and the binding nature of transactions.
” (Siemens CIO IS, 2004)
Demands on infrastructure:
•

A database containing the Certification Authority’s
certificates and CRL:s

•

Smartcard with password enabled access to the users
private key

•

Card-reader supporting Microsoft cryptography API or
any other relevant API depending on client platform.

The user authentication mechanism works as follows:
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1. The end-user inserts the smart card and provides his
PIN-code to the AppGate client interface.
2. The end-user’s public key and a message signed with
the end-user’s private key is sent to the AppGate
server.
3. The server queries a database for the CA:s certificate
which was used to sign the end- users public key.
4. The AppGate server validates the end- user’s certificate
and signature using the CA:s public key, CRL:s and
either grant or restrict access to the resources.
A graphical illustration on how the mechanism works can be found in
appendix G.

9.2 Strength of security
Analysing the strength of the security in any authentication mechanism is a
complex task. To be able to draw conclusions on a general scale three main
factors have been defined as the most important in the Siemens context.
9.2.1 Cryptography
When looking at the cryptographic security of the authentication mechanism
the following criteria are of central importance:
•

The algorithm has to be well known and it should have
received substantial security analysis

•

The encryption should be end to end on all networks
not assumed to be secure

•

The key length should be at least 128-bit

•

The key should be stored in a secure way

9.2.2 Misuse and theft
The user’s private interest in not loosing the token is of central importance.
If the token is handled in a sloppy manner it could undermine the security of
the authentication mechanism greatly. The following criteria are of central
importance:
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•

User detection time of stolen token

•

User interest in not having the token stolen (personal
implications)

•

Storage of token

•

Hardware failure rate of token

9.2.3 Token interface
The use of a non-computer interface can minimise the risk of automated
attacks. There is a huge difference between a token with a non-computerinterface, which can be secure with a four-digit pin and a token with a
computer interface. The following criteria are of central importance:
•

Is the token easily connected to a computer

•

Is the token sufficiently tamperproof

9.3 Physical protection
It is important to detect theft of the authentication token as soon as possible
but malicious behaviour aimed at compromising the token can be done
without permanently stealing the device. Attempts to tamper with the device
should be easy to detect. Here the concepts of token interface are important.
A token that can easily be connected to a computer must ha ve relevant
signals of showing possible logical compromise as well as being tamperresistant, but a token with a non-computer- interface only has a need for the
later. This is because if the token doesn’t have a computer interface the
physical protection mechanisms have to be penetrated before it should be
possible to get to the logic of the device.

9.4 Ease of use
The mechanism should make the user’s interactions as simple and faulttolerant as possible. This might seem a simple point, but it is one of the
hardest to realise. Making a user interface intuitive and simple is very hard
and many developers tend to see more to what is technically possible rather
than to the end-user’s basic needs. An interface that is prone to user-errors
will not find broad acceptance and the users will try to go around the
mechanism possibly compromising security in the process.

9.5 Efficient administration
The mechanism should make it easy to add and remove user credentials.
The question of assignment, distribution and revocation are of central
importance. If it is not possible to distribute the token in an affective way
the effectiveness of using that mechanism will dramatically decrease. Since
most tokens have to be handed over physically to ensure that they end up in
the right hands this greatly limits the target audience. Logical revocation
should be possible instantly.
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9.6 Economical aspects
Obviously, the cost per user of using the system must be minimised.
Authentication tokens have to be recyclable to ensure maximum usage over
time. The hardware costs for initial purchase as well as maintenance costs of
the tokens and the authentication-system as a whole have to be acceptable in
the light of the security they provide.

9.7 Further usage
Although incorporating multiple functionality in security products is bad
practice, because it increases the possible venues of attack, multiple usage
of authentication tokens are not all bad. Some tokens using digital
certificates have the possibility to encrypt and sign documents, others like
the Mideye-system using SIM-cards provide the base for cell-phone
communication. As an implication of the possible extended use the
detection time of theft will probably decrease. Multiple-function-tokens
might have economical advantages as well. Using the same hardware for
more than one application is in most cases more efficient use of that
hardware.

9.8 Analysis
The analysis is based upon the conclusions drawn in the previous chapters
9.2 - 9.7. Using this as a base of functional and security evaluation four
products ha ve been analysed. For the security to be measured in some way
the products have been assigned as ”advisable to use” in a specific session.
A session in turn is based upon an information classification label as well as
the client system of that connection. Each type of session is described in
chapter 8 and the labels for information classification and the corresponding
definitions are provided in the following chapter. The analysis will contain
the term “cryptography end-to-end”. This refers to the communication
between the client computer and the AppGate-server and not between the
client computer and the server running the actual service.
9.8.1 Classifying information
Defining how to access information is not enough to be able to evaluate the
use of a certain authentication mechanism. The mechanism has to be put in
its implementation context. The context of this thesis is the access to
industrial information secrets of Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery.
Relevant for this context is both the type of session outlined in chapter 8 as
well as the security level of the information. These two factors together
form a matrix in which the authentication mechanisms can be plotted. An
illustration is given in appendix B.
Three levels have been chosen for information that is no t public: Highsecurity, Medium-security and Low-security information. These three levels
have been defined with respect to the effects that Siemens Industrial
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Turbomachinery could suffer if they where put in the wrong hands. This
approach is more efficient than to specify ”types” of information because of
the heterogeneity of company databases, documents, technical design plans
etc. Classifying information is a time-consuming work and needs to be done
as efficiently as possible. Therefore three categories are more than enough
from an administrative perspective but not always enough from a security
perspective. Information that is on the border between two classes has as a
general rule been put in the higher access class. The terminology used in
this thesis for the different classifications is derived from military
terminology. In the industry the classifications “internal”, “confidential” and
“strictly confidential” is frequently used. The three categories can be
defined as follows:
•

High-security: Informatio n that in case of loss due to
misuse, accidents, or criminal behaviour have come
into the hands of competitive companies, industrygroups, government or the general public that can
cause serious economical damage or massive loss of
reputation to Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery or
the Siemens-group.

•

Medium-security: Information that in case of loss due
to misuse, accidents, or criminal behaviour have come
into the hands of competitive companies, industrygroups, government or the general public that can
cause measurable economical damage or measurable
loss of reputation to Siemens Industrial
Turbomachinery or the Siemens-group.

•

Low-security: Information that in case of loss due to
misuse, accidents, or criminal behaviour have come
into the hands of competitive companies, industrygroups, government or the general public that can
cause comparably little economical damage or loss of
reputation to Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery or
the Siemens-group.

Depending on the user session different access is granted to security classed
information. The minimum requirements for each security level are
described below:
•

High-security: All communication must be encrypted.
The token used should have a non-computer interface.
Two- factor authentication is required. Only known and
verifiable infrastructure is allowed access.

•

Medium-security: Only known and verifiable devices
are allowed access. The access mechanism must be a
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two- factor mechanism. The security-classed
information must be encrypted.
•

Low-security: If one-factor authentication is used only
known and verifiable devices are allowed access. If
two factor authentication is used all types of
infrastructure is supported for access.

9.8.2 Mideye
Cryptography : The algorithm used in communication with the Mideyeswitch is 128-bit 3-DES (there are actually 112 bits used). The
communication between the switch and the end-users cell-phone follows the
GSM standard and hence has no relevant encryption. Due to the lack of
encryption on some external communication lines the Mideye system cannot
be considered using cryptography end to end. The system, being based on
one-time-passwords, reduces the attacker to use active attacks to penetrate
the system. However, the costs of sniffing the GSM network is less than 200
$ for an easy constructib le unit. (Rao, Rohatgi, Scherzer, Tinguely, 2002),
(Shoghi, 2004) and others. It should also be noted that the Mideye-switch,
sending the one-time-passwords, is operated by Mideye AB and hence
leaves all plaintext passwords open if the Mideye-switch is compromised.
Misuse & theft: One of the greatest advantages with the Mideye-system is
the type of device used as a token. By using the end-users cell-phone the
user has a real personal interest in keeping the device from being stolen.
Since theft of the devic e in many cases greatly would undermine the user’s
possibilities to communicate it can be assumed that he will check regularly
for the presence of the device. Regular checks are critical for the detection
of theft. A token that would not be as frequently used as the end-users cellphone would be much more prone to slow detection of theft and hence
undermine the systems security. One of the drawbacks of a cell-phone based
system is power supply. If the battery runs out the token is no longer
functional. An additional problem might be that the phone is sometimes lent
to someone who has to make a call. In that case the user must be educated
that not keeping the phone under observation is the same as compromising
the security of the system.
Interface : Extracting information from a cell-phones SIM-card is relatively
easy and the equipment costs less than 200 $ (Rao, Rohatgi, Scherzer,
Tinguely, 2002). The device has a computer-enabled interface making
automated attacks possible.
Physical protection: The device has no real tamper proofing built in.
Although the SIM-card has mechanisms to hinder attack they are quit easy
to go around (Rao, Rohatgi, Scherzer, Tinguely, 2002).
Ease of use: The Mideye-system is very user friendly. The end-user only
needs basic knowledge of how to operate a cell-phone to use the Mideyesystem efficiently.
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Efficient admin: A great benefit with the Mideye-system is the ease of
assignment and user-controllability. In most scenarios it can be assumed that
the end-user is already in possession of a fully functional device. When the
assignment procedure has taken place it is easy to verify that the correct user
is actually holding device. By simply calling the user and asking a couple of
personal questions a form of biometrics verification can take place.
Economical aspects:

Further usage: Obviously using the cell-phone as a token also enables
calling. Modern cell-phones being small personal computers can handle
many types of applications and have a broad usage spectrum.
Discussion: The three greatest advantages with the Mideye-system are its
ease of scalability, the possibility to verify the holder of the device by
actually calling and see who answers and the probable fast detection of
stolen devices. The three greatest disadvantages are the lo w level of
encryption used in the mechanism, the ease of automated attacks and very
bad tamper-proof mechanisms. The token is dependent on a good
connection and may under certain circumstances be unusable. The system is
one of the most flexible solutions on the market and is well aimed for
authenticating customers and business partners. Using Mideye for
authentication to high security information resources is not suitable due
mainly to the weak cryptography in place as well as the ease of tampering
and attack automation. Depending on the session the Mideye-system may be
used to access high security information if used on the internal network.
Used from an unknown client or an unknown network an authentication
system is of little comfort and highest level of information accessible should
be limited to low security information.
9.8.3 Secure-ID
Cryptography : The algorithm used in communication with the ACE-server
is 128-bit RSA-native. The Secure-ID mechanism can be considered using
cryptography end to end. The RSA-native algorithm is in most cases
wrapped in an SSL-tunnel using 128-bit 3-DES. Using this approach the
communication is at least as secure as 3-DES. There exists a problem when
the RSA-native communication is not wrapped in any well-documented
protocol. The RSA- native algorithm is a proprietary protocol and has thus
not been reviewed by security experts external to RSA inc., the results have
at least not been released publicly. Due to this there is no knowledge about
the strength of neither the protocol nor the information it contains.
Misuse & theft: The Secure-ID token is a matchbox-sized device with a
digital display. Since the token is not used for anything but authentication
infrequent use might cause slow detection of theft. The token is though
small enough to fit on a bunch of keys, which might be a safe way to store
the device.
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Interface : One of the main advantages with the Secure-ID token is that it is
not computer enabled. To extract information form the token its tamper
proofing system has thus to be disabled. Using a non-computer-interface
makes the token less prone to automated attacks. Due to the continuous
display of one-time-passwords the token is prone to shoulder surfing.
Physical protection: The Secure-ID token has built in tamper proof
mechanisms. It uses a technique that erases the base-secret from the internal
E-prom when the token is physically damaged in any way. (RSA Security
AB 2004)
Ease of use: The Secure-ID-system is very user friendly. The end user only
has to read the digits on the display at any given time to get the one-timepassword for the current session. There is though a minor technicality
involving the use of the token. Since RSA inc. has based its one-timepassword scheme on a clock-based algorithm the user might find the onetime password changing during active use. To solve this problem the
Secure-ID token has incorporated a small time-bar that decreases over time.
The bar is full when the one-time-password has recently changed and
declines over time until a new one-time-password is produced and the bar
goes to full again. Using this technique the user knows when the one-timepassword is reliable to use. The bar reflects the one-time-password
generation cycle, which is 60 seconds.
Efficient admin: The Secure-ID token cannot be assumed to be common
infrastructure and has thus to be distributed. For the token to work, the base
secret and a synchronised clock has to reside on the corresponding ACEserver as well. This implies that a Secure-ID token working with one ACEserver will not work with another unless the tokens unique information
resides on that server as well. The distribution of Secure-ID should be done
locally hand to hand. This is because there is no mechanism to confirm that
the correct user is really the user holding the token for a given session.
Distribution of token can of course be done using special delivery services if
the company's security policy allows that.
Economical aspects

Further usage: The Secure-ID token cannot be used for anything but
authentication purposes.
Discussion: The three greatest advantages with the Secure-ID system are
the end-to-end cryptography in the protocol, that the token is designed for
one purpose only and its ease of use. The three greatest disadvantages are
the distribution problem, the possibly slow detection of theft and the secrecy
of the inner functionality of the RSA-native algorithm. The token cannot be
considered suitable for business partners and customers due to the problem
of distribution. The token is however, if implemented in a secure way, a
good token to use for high-security services. The token is well suited for
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distribution to a few selected employees who require access to high-security
information.
9.8.4 Siemens-smartcard
Cryptography : Since no communication is needed with external servers or
databases the cryptographic strength in the communication is not dependent
on the smartcard protocol. The protocol solely relies on the algorithm in use
by the AppGate server and Client. In this implementation at Siemens
Industrial Turbomachinery this is AES 128-bit encryption. The users private
key is stored on the card encrypted with the users 8 number PIN.
Misuse & theft: The Siemens smartcard is a credit-card sized card with an
implanted digital chip. The chip stores the users private and public key and
the magnetic stripe on the back of the card works as a token for access to the
buildings. Due to the frequent use of the card (it is only given to Siemens
employees) detection of theft should be swift. The main problem with the
card lies not in its probable use as a token for authentication to digital
services but rather in its use as a token for access to the buildings.
Employees tend to let people in that they never have seen before only
demanding reasonable cause to enter the building using their own cards.
Speculatively, logging in on a client computer and letting an unknown
person use the computer-system is not very probable.
Interface : One of the main disadvantages with a smartcard-based approach
is that it has to be computer enabled. This opens the venue to automated
attacks on user’s private keys stored on the card.
Physical protection: The Siemens smartcard has no physical tamper
proofing. There is though a mechanism that locks the card if the wrong PIN
is entered three times in a row but it can then be unlocked with a PUK-code.
If the wrong PUK-code is entered three times in a row information on the
card will only be recoverable by entering an administrator code. Since the
token is computer enabled a skilled adversary can attack the administration
code using the client computer.
Ease of use: The smartcard-system is relatively user friendly. Assuming that
the card readers are compatible with the client system there is not much
more than entering a PIN when the program requests it. The problem with
graphical interfaces to smartcards is that they may vary depending on
application. A lot of applications have possibilities to use certificates stored
on smartcards like e- mail programs, file-servers etc. There is no standard for
how the interface should look which might confuse the user. The interfaces
are in general pretty simple only requiring the user to enter his PIN-code to
unlock the encrypted private key on the card performing the requested
operation.
Efficient admin: The Siemens smartcard can be assumed to be common
infrastructure at Siemens and has predefined distribution rules. The
distribution is done locally hand to hand. The hand-to-hand distribution is
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necessary to verify that the correct user is given the right token. Smartcards
require card readers, which are part of the Siemens PKI concept and should
be common within the Siemens group.
Economical aspects:

Further usage:

Discussion: The three greatest advantages with the Siemens smartcard
system are the end-to-end cryptography in the protocol, the tokens wide area
of use and the reliable distribution process. The three greatest disadvantages
are the demands on infrastructure, the low security of the magnetic stripe
mechanism and the relative short lifetime of the token due to the frequent
use of the magnetic stripe mechanism. Depending on how often the
employee has to pass security perimeters the average lifetime varies
between two to nine months. The token cannot be considered suitable for
business partners and customers due to the problem of distribution. The
token is well suited for verifying users for high security services on internal
computers. Due to the possibilities of automated attack it is not suited for
access to high security services remotely, however medium security services
should be allowed from known infrastructure. The magnetic stripe
functionality will be replaced by the use of the Mifair proximity circuit thus
minimizing wear and prolonging the tokens lifespan.
9.8.5 Analysis summary
The three different authentication mechanisms have been analysed revealing
both cryptographic as well as practical differences. Depending on the
security needed for a certain class of information certain authentication
mechanisms are more suitable than others. It might be impractical to
distribute hardware tokens to some customers and suppliers while it might
prove functional and necessary to other business partners. Three decision
matrixes have been constructed to aid in the process of assigning the right
token and authentication mechanism to the right individual. Depending on
what information is needed, whom the individual is representing, how the
information is extracted and over what infrastructure it is to be transported
the matrixes will guide to security relevant decisions.
A graphical representation of the different sessions and the corresponding
access level for each mechanism is given in appendix B.
A graphical representation of a hierarchical model for highest security- level
of information stored longer than a session on different infrastructure levels
is given in appendix C.
A graphical representation of practical assignment of authentication
mechanisms analysed is given in appendix D.
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10 Construction
Constructing a system able to handle authentication goes far beyond just
analysing the authentication mechanism. The underlying infrastructure must
be secure, client computers must be secure, all ways of accessing the logical
data or the infrastructure must be secure, information needs to be classified
etc. This chapter will present the implemented system at Siemens Industrial
Turbomachinery. The three main criteria for the authentication system were
to offer Single Point of Administration so that illegal and forgotten accounts
could be stopped at a single source, support for different strong
authentication mechanisms and to offer a fine tuneable rule set that would
enable administrators to give users minimal access needed.

10.1 The authentication server
The base of the authentication system is the AppGate Security Server from
AppGate AB. Although there are a few other products on the market that
offer similar functionality (Aladdin Knowledge systems, IBM, RSA
Security), there is simply no other product that has such a wide vendor
independent support for authentication products and solutions as the
AppGate Security Server. Most of the other authentication servers on the
market are geared towards using either one type of authentication only or is
only supporting own-brand-products. Having said that, the AppGate
Security server doesn’t support all possible types of strong authentication
mechanisms but is however supporting many well-known authentication
mechanisms and industry leading products on the market. Especially it
claims to support the three authentication tokens analysed in chapter 9.
Due to the large complexity of the interwoven business systems and user
databases at Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery a solution with the
following characteristics was sought:
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•

It should act as an external firewall

•

It should be a ”Single Point of Access”

•

It should make SSO possible

•

It should be able to handle hundreds and possibly
thousands of users

•

It should be able to handle multiple authentication
mechanisms

•

It should make the introduction of roles possible

•

It should be able to handle access dependent on the
state of the connection (see Appendix B)

•

It should enforce data classification

•

It should support Windows as well as Unix platforms

The AppGate Security Server has the possibility to fulfil all those
requirements. Such a solution is highly looked after not only at Siemens
Industrial Turbomachinery but also in the whole of the Siemens group.
(Siemens CIO IS, 2004).
10.1.1 Design
The AppGate system is a client server based approach to enforce high
security through strong authentication. The AppGate Server acts like a
front-end to the servers in the DMZ as well as to the internal network. All
requests to any of the servers in the DMZ or the internal network have to go
through the AppGate server. To access a service provided by any of the
company servers the client-user has to authenticate itself to the AppGate
server. When the client- user has been verified, access is given to
communicate with certain servers through a VPN-tunnel. The client is
accessing the services through the AppGate server acting as a proxy, which
gives the possibility to filter and analyse traffic. Using this approach any
form of service can be provided through the AppGate server without having
to change the services protocol. Since the communication is encrypted end
to end between the client and the AppGate-server, weak protocols gain extra
protection. Access depends on the user session combining the role of the
user as well as the device used. The client has only access to the servers and
services that the role permits and is not totally free on the DMZ or internal
network as is the case in many other VPN products. To be able to encrypt
all traffic end to end the client has to have a client program running that is
responsible for encrypting and decrypting all traffic from and to the
AppGate server. There are different types of client programs for different
situations. Some are normal binaries that reside on the client computers,
others are downloadable applets that temporarily are run in the clients
browser window. Depending on the functionality sought and infrastructure
at hand a different client may be used. There exist clients for multiple OS
for example Windows, Linux, Solaris, Ericsson P900 etc. The AppGate
server is not a distributed interface like Citrix, even though the ICA protocol
may be piped through the VPN-tunnel, the applications run on the client
machines making more efficient use of CPU.
A typical authentication message exchange between an AppGate client and
an AppGate server works as follows:
1. The user starts the client software and an
authentication interface is displayed. The client starts a
network listener on the client machine enabling
encryption of selected traffic to and from the AppGate
Server
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2. The user chooses an appropriate method of
authentication from the client menu
3. Depending on the type of authentication chosen the
user has to enter additional information, like the OTP
from a token, inserting a smartcard or providing a
password
4. A connection attempt is made to the AppGate Server
5. A message exchange establishes the cryptographic
protocol and settings used for the users session
6. The information entered by the user is sent to the
AppGate Server
7. The information is validated against internal or
external databases
8. Depending on the type of authentication the steps 3,6
and 7 may be repeated probing the user for additional
information. This is the case for example in the
Mideye protocol
9. The user is assigned a temporary id for this session
10. The temporary id is mapped against the user’s role
11. The server sends information to the client about what
services the user has access to depending on the users
role
12. The client displays a selection of services that the user
can enable
13. When the user enables a service (usually by clicking
on that icon) the client opens the application’s
corresponding port on the client- machines loopback
interface for redirecting encrypted traffic to the
AppGate server. (All AppGate traffic is going through
the loopback interface and the AppGate encryption
process)
14. The port remains open until the service is disabled on
the client interface. The application running on the
client-machine is not aware of the redirection of traffic
to the loopback interface and all local applications can
work transparently
A graphical illustration of the process described above can be found in
Appendix H.
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10.1.2 Configuration
This chapter will describe the programming and configuration details that
are relevant on a high level of abstraction. For a complete backup of the
configured system as well as source-code and script-routines the reader will
have to contact Siemens Industrial Turbomachinery with his request.
LDAP DB: The AppGate server has been reprogrammed to support multiple
LDAP databases. This is not possible to do from the standard GUI in
version 6.3 of the AppGate server. The AppGate server has been configured
to access the LDAP database using the UNIX “bind” interface and login
attempts are done according to LDAP standard. Relevant fields for
authentication in the existing LDAP database on Siemens Industrial
Turbomachine ry Finspång's extranet are:
•

uid, referring to the user id of the user e.g.:
emil.haraldsson

•

password, referring to the password of the user e.g.:
H76&yrMs+v9

•

gN, referring to the users given name e.g.: Emil

•

sn, referring to the users surname e.g.: Harald sson

This information is sufficient for authentication mechanisms that are solely
dependent on the LDAP database for verification of username and
password, but is insufficient for the mapping of certificate information
against the database. Since adding more information to each tuple in the
database was not possible due to the fact that the database was in production
and tightly integrated with other production systems, certificate
authentication had to be implemented with temporary users. Each user in the
database that should be enabled to use certificates for authentication had to
be given an additional uid that corresponded to the information provided in
the user’s certificate. For an authentication system in production this
temporary solution is not suitable. The introduction of a field containing the
users distinguished name “dn” as it is standardized on the certificates should
be put in place. It should be recommended to follow the standard, put on the
Siemens certificates, on all fields in a future LDAP database. In extension to
the information contained on the certificate a field for specifying a list of
roles that the user is member of should be put in place to fully incorporate
the AppGate server’s potential use of the LDAP database.
AppGate programming: Although the AppGate server to a large extent is
possible to configure through the administrator interface, more advanced
options and combinations likely to be in demand in larger corporations often
demands manual programming and configuration of the AppGate server
files. The AppGate server files uses an own XML-C type language closely
connected to the SUN operating system that is parsed by the AppGate server
daemons on start up. An example of the language is given below:
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agsh.clientcheck_table =
{ < platform = pc,
os = *,
attribute = siemensfile-exist,
.
args = ”-fileexists c:/siemens.txt”,
exefile = ”check.exe”,
id = * >
}

This defines a “client check-program” “check.exe” to be run on all pc
clients independent of operating system with the option “- fileexists
c:/siemens.txt” and given the name “siemensfile-exists” on the AppGate
server. The check.exe program could be any program able to execute on the
client machine. Since it is not AppGate's intention that configuration should
be done using hard coding, the AppGate server comes with no
documentation of the language at all.
Shared keys: Many authentication protocols protect themselves with
symmetric cryptography using shared secrets. The most prevalent protocol
in this particular set-up is the RADIUS protocol, a de facto standard in the
industry. Another protocol using shared secrets in this set-up is the RSA
Native authentication protocol. When choosing a shared secret for
communication between two servers one should keep in mind that a
compromise of the secret, compromises all users unlike a user password that
initially only compromises the users account. Therefore a random number
generator should be used to produce a string that is 128-bit random if that is
the cryptographic security needed. More information about the RADIUS
protocol is found in chapter 6.4, and chapter 5.1.1 describes the foundations
of entropy and bit space.
AppGate rule-set: The AppGate server comes with a role-based scheme for
assigning user rights to services. In the AppGate context a service is made
up of components. Each component describes the communication
mechanism of the service. For example: a www service giving access to an
internal web page at Siemens is defined by two components: First a
component defining the destination host, dns name of the server, port used
for the communication, the level of filtering made on this connection and
the log- level, secondly a component that defines where the browser
executable is located on the client workstation so that by clicking on the
service icon in the AppGate client interface the clients web-browser is
started and pointed to the right web page. For more complex services like
Lotus Notes and Citrix each service may be defined by about five different
components to enable the underlying protocol for that service. Services are
assigned to groups and roles. A group is a subset of all services available
and a role contains groups of services or services directly. For example a
group of services might be www-services and a role might be SAP-admin.
Users are assigned roles and have therefore access to the services offered to
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this role if the user fulfils the authentication needed for the particular
service. Each service has an authentication rule defining what type of
authentication is needed for that particular service. An example of an access
rule can be seen below:
“high-sec-services or ekc and siemens-smartcard or ekc and
mideye”

This rule is for medium security services. The first part “high-sec-services”
is a call to another rule defining the high security services, obviously if we
can use a stronger type of authentication for services on a lower security
level that is ok. The second part of the rule “ekc and siemens-smartcard” use
two calls to other rules, first the “ekc” rule defining external known
computers and secondly “siemens-smartcard” defining certificate based
authentication using the siemens smartcards. The third part of the rule “ekc
and mideye” uses a call to the “ekc” rule and a call to the “mideye” rule
deifining the mideye authentication scheme. The rule scheme finally boils
down to a set of options specifying for example type of encryption used by
the AppGate client, type of authentication protocol (RADIUS, Entrust,
Cryptocard etc. ), client check options etc. A graphical illustration of the
rule set and service concept can be found in appendix K.
Fulfilling the access matrix shown in appendix B with AppGate rule-set puts
extra demands on the LDAP database in use. Since each user in the
AppGate context is associated with a user role, the user role determines the
type of access. To be able to assign roles to unique users and not to the user
population in general the LDAP database of all the users should contain an
entry specifying a list of roles that the user is part of.
The choice of roles: In chapter 2.3 the basic principle of roles is described.
It should be noted that roles have terrific theoretical use and make good
sense in theoretical security models, however the common understanding
that roles should be based upon the tasks that the users perform is simply
not practical in large complex organisations. In the Siemens context each
user performs such individualized tasks that the number of roles would not
be few enough to ratify the construction of such an access system. Instead of
making roles dependent on tasks the authentication system has been
constructed with roles dependent on the level of security the application
processes. This offers three great advantages. First, the number of roles is
small enough to be administratively liable. Secondly, it enforces security
classification of each service. And thirdly, it simplifies the assignment of
suitable authentication mechanisms suitable to each role and type of
services. This does not mean that the construction of roles should solely be
dependent on the security classification of the information handled by the
server. In the Siemens Finspång context a subset of the total number of roles
may be dependent on service-offers to internal and external customers and
has therefore a more economical background rather than information
security theoretical.
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Remote execution of code: The AppGate clients support two types of
executing programs. The first one is constructed to enable the possibility of
building customised client checking programs. These type of programs are
supposed to extract certain information form the client workstation and
return a message to the AppGate server indicating if things are in order on
the client computer or not. These checks could be anything from checking
the hw number on the client processor verifying that it belongs to Siemens
to verifying that the client computer has updated virus protection, firewall
etc. The second type specifies where on the client computer the local
binaries for the AppGate enabled applications are residing. This can for
example be the path to the iexplorer.exe binary for launching a web browser
etc. This indicates the importance of a common struc ture for executable
binaries as well as communication configuration throughout the
organisation. If programs are not commonly installed in the same directories
the feature of direct program launch when the program is started in the
AppGate client menu will not work. The client user can of course start the
programs by themselves and the components of the service started in the
AppGate client menu will still be run and enable the correct traffic, however
the solution is less fancy. The AppGate server does not support client check
programs communicating back to the AppGate server, thus any program
requiring queries on a database residing on the AppGate server will not
work. AppGate has been proposed to incorporate this functionality in future
releases to enable the construction of more effective scanners.

10.2 Equipment
To enable the construction of the above-described authentication system the
following equipment was needed or greatly enhanced the process. The
following lists the equipment as logical units containing hardware and
software based entities.
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•

ACE-Server:
SW: ACE Server 5.0.01

•

AppGate-Security-Server:
HW: Sun Fire V100, 550 MHz UtraSPARC IIi 64-bit
processor with 1Gb RAM. Four 10/100/1000 Mbps
ports and HD with 30 Gb free space after software
installation.
SW: AppGate Security server version 6.3.
NOTE: This setup is suitable for up to 250 concurrent
users.

•

Mideye-Server:
HW: ProLiant DL360 G3 X2400 with an 36,4 GB 15K
Ultra320 disk.
SW: Mideye Server R1.6

•

LDAP-Database:
HW: Running as a virtual server on WM-ware
SW: Open LDAP version.

•

Card reader:
HW: GemPC Twin (USB) card reader.
NOTE: The card reader with the same name using a
serial connection did not work well with Win XP.

•

Smartcard:
HW: Mifair chip
SW: CardOS M4.01
NOTE: The card has a magnetic stripe on its backside
used as a token for accessing the buildings at Siemens
Finspång.

•

Secure-ID-token:
SW: RSA inc. proprietary
HW: RSA inc. proprietary

•

Cell phone:
HW: NOKIA 6100
NOTE: Any modern GSM phone should work with the
Mideye system.

•

Test-workstation:
HW: Compaq Intel P4 2,52 GHz with 760 Mb RAM.
SW: AppGate Clients version 6.3, AppGate Console
version 6.3, Eclipse IDE version 3.0.1 (Eclipse, 2004),
Ethereal network sniffer (Ethereal, 2004) Softerra
LDAP Browser (Softerra, 2004).
NOTE: The AppGate administrative console is written
in JAVA and requires quite some processing power to
run smoothly, at least a 1,5 GHz processor with 256
Mb RAM.

10.3 Infrastructure context
Depending on how the information flows in the organization and the
infrastructure layout, the AppGate server has different potential depending
on its logical placement. The AppGate server only reaches its full potential
when it is implemented as a single point of access to all services and servers
independent of the location from where the clients connect. Using this
strategy the AppGate server migrates towards a single point of access and
administration. Obviously this type of set-up has some major security
advantages like modularising the infrastructure (each type of service should
be handled in one module e.g. authentication, user-database, mail service
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etc.), providing end-to-end cryptography to all clients, protecting the whole
server population etc. It is important to note that this type of implementation
implies total reliance on the AppGate server, which will become a single
point of failure as well. To provide reliable access to all services the
AppGate servers should be clustered providing load balancing and
redundancy in case of failure. It is recommended that each server providing
services through AppGate be put on a separate network segment and disable
the possibility for that server to communicate with the other servers. Due to
the infrastructure layout at Siemens Finspång two proposed integration
blueprints have been constructed. The first is an “AppGate initial
implementation proposal” providing an easy way to integrate the AppGate
concept and modularising authentication in the existing environment. The
second is an “AppGate final implementation proposal” providing a blueprint
for a new infrastructure layout based on a modular concept. The “AppGate
initial implementation proposal” can be found in appendix I and the
“AppGate final implementation proposal” can be found in appendix J. The
blueprints describe the infrastructure layout and shows the different user
authentication mechanisms put in an infrastructure context.
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11 Conclusion
This chapter will describe the most important conclusions and results of this
thesis. For more elaborate discussions on each topic the reader is referred to
the corresponding chapter.

11.1 Conclusions about authentication in general
This chapter will describe the theoretical conclusions about strong user
authentication mechanisms appearing in this thesis.
•

The importance of the binding procedure: Using two
or more factors in authentication requires the user to
be in possession of some sort of token. Authentication
systems are binary in their decisions and act on sets of
rules defining the binding between a user’s digital
identity and connected characteristics. It is thus of the
outmost importance that these bindings are true or the
system acts on false premises rendering it
fundamentally flawed and insecure. If we can’t assure
the binding between a token and the physical user
possessing it there is no authentication of that physical
user.

•

Digital identities: Although a slightly philosophical
argumentation we should be aware that an
authentication system is never authenticating the real
physical user, it is only verifying pre specified
characteristics of the physical user. This is often
falsely conceived, especially in the biometrics debate.

•

Implementing roles: Roles are a good and sound
theoretical concept but proves very limited in many
implementations. The basic idea of a role is to base the
access control lists on a set of users rather than unique
users. This theory assumes that in the real world there
exist substantial subsets of users performing identical
or very similar tasks. This is empirically very seldom
the case in the physical world. The concept of roles in
an implementation scenario also goes against the
fundamental information security rule of only granting
users minimal privileges to perform their tasks. This
being said there are cases where roles prove very
practical and may lower administrative overhead
significantly. For example in the construction of a
service package for sale to customers of digital
services requiring authentication the role-concept has
major administrative advantages.
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•

Non-computer- interfaces: For high security systems it
is important to minimize the risk of successful
automated attacks. All tokens connected to common
hardware are significantly more prone to automated
attacks than tokens using non-computer- interfaces.
This theory is successfully implemented on the user
side of ATM:s providing acceptable security with a
small base secret. This concept should be used for
authentication tokens as well, keeping in mind that a
standard computer with an internet connection is much
different from an ATM, hence indicating that the token
should not be interconnected with the client system.

•

Use of delays in login procedures: To minimize the
success of automated attacks on the authentication
mechanisms in place the introduction of delays in the
login procedure should be considered. To the average
user, assuming he provides the correct characteristic,
the delay will be a minor inconvenience but it will
delay an automated guessing attack significantly
giving more time to detect and react on the matter.

•

The implications of remote use of biometrics:
Biometrics used locally on secured infrastructure
certainly has its advantages if the false positive and
false negative rates decrease. If used remotely the
digital replica of the biometrics can be sniffed or
copied. Replaying the login will be as easy as
replaying a password login providing no extra active
mechanisms in the authentication protocol is put in
place (counter, clock, etc.). The biometrics simply
doesn’t hold its promise of being something we are
any more, it is a digital string with all the problematic
applied that is true for passwords. Keeping in mind
that biometrics can’t be changed it’s not a very
attractive prospect.

•

Existence of strong user authentication mechanisms: In
theory strong user authentication mechanisms exist, in
practise they only exist under two rather heavy
conditions, namely under the premise that the client
and server systems are secure and share a common
secret or secure infrastructure. If the server or client is
insecure the whole system is insecure. If no common
secure infrastructure is in place, like a PKI, or the
server and client don’t share a common secret, the
client and server will be able to communicate securely
but they will not know with whom they are
communicating.

11.2 Conclusions about the practical implementation
This chapter will describe the practical and implementation dependent
conclusions about strong user authentication mechanism appearing in this
thesis.
•

Distribution of tokens: The choice of authentication
mechanisms for distribution to the users is heavily
dependent on the context in which the user will
operate. Assuming the sufficient security of the
protocol the most important security aspect is the
distribution and binding procedure of the token to a
physical user. There is a strong correlation between the
certainty of who are holding which token and the
security of the system. It is often impractical though
necessary to meet with remote users in person to
establish a sufficient secure binding between the token
and the physical user. Often security has to be traded
for lower administrative overhead in the distribution
process, the Mideye authentication system is a good
example of an authentication mechanism providing
this functionality using the common GSM-SIM
infrastructure.

•

Information classification: To provide different users
with different access to the provided services the
information handled by those services should be
classified. To provide efficient security administration
it is better practise to define access dependent on the
security classification of the information than on type
of services. A service is often a to abstract identity to
base security decisions on. Information is the building
blocks of what an authentication system should protect
and security classification of information introduces
reusability of classifications when combined and
provided by services.

•

Detection mechanisms for stolen tokens: In a security
analysis of tokens used as parts of user authentication
mechanisms it is important to consider the speed of
feed back from the systems users in case of
irregularities. The time for detecting a stolen or lost
token is strongly correlated with the frequency at
which the token is used. Tokens that are used
frequently are thus, in this context, more secure than
tokens that receive a low rate of usage.

•

Modularising infrastructure: It is common in most
systems to handle the entire scope of procedures
providing the user with the requested information. This
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is a forced behaviour of single service systems when
having an entire different module for authentication
would not be efficient. In larger environments with
multiple servers providing services it is inefficient and
insecure for every server to handle its own user
database and authentication procedures. Introducing an
authentication server that takes over the authentication
module in each connection is both administratively
more effective and easier to supervise providing higher
security. The more complex the environment is the
more prone to security errors and in contrast the more
modular the environment is the easier it is to
administer and secure.
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•

The AppGate security server: The AppGate solution is
a suitable concept for implementing strong user
authentication mechanisms at Siemens. It provides
support for many authentication tokens and has a
granular rule-set. It does however suffer from many
significant beta-deceases in terms of configuration. To
be able to support multiple authentication mechanisms
simultaneously incorporating multiple LDAP lookups
the server has to be reprogrammed and reconfigured
using an AppGate language that lacks documentation.
The limitations presented above do however not
directly influence the security of the system but may
result in longer development time for fine-tuning the
integration at Siemens. To be able to use the
“automatic launch” feature on the client console,
which enables the start and stop of an application by
clicking on that icon in the console window, AppGate
has to know where the local binaries are. This implies
the importance of a common structure for installed
programs, which is put in place by the CAT (Client
Architecture Team) at Siemens.

•

User authentication mechanisms supported: The
solution presented has been verified to work with two
strong user authentication mechanisms and one onefactor mechanism. It has been programmed to work
with even a third strong user authentication
mechanism, which could not be verified due to a
server placement in Orlando. The two verified strong
user authentication mechanisms are the Siemenssmartcard PKI-based solution using the Mifair chip
architecture and the Mideye SIM-card based solution
working on every modern GSM enabled phone. The
system has been verified to supports normal BASIC
authentication using passwords as well. Although not

possible to fully test, the system should even be able to
work with the RSA Secur-ID token solution based on a
proprietary RSA-protocol.
•

LDAP structure: The LDAP database situated on the
Extranet at Siemens Finspång should be redesigned. It
is suggested that the structure follows the standard user
information kept on the Siemens-smartcards with an
additional field added containing roles that the user is
a member of. Another solution might be to use the
Siemens global LDAP database containing certificate
information or the SCD.

•

SSO: The AppGate solution is advertised to enable
realization of SSO. This is true under one condition.
All existing servers will have to have the same naming
conventions for users and the same password for each
user for AppGate to be able to route the information.
This can be realised by interconnecting the servers
with a common LDAP database.

•

The implemented authentication system fulfils all the
requirements outlined in chapter 1.3.
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12 Discussion
This chapter discusses interesting areas connected to this thesis that are
relevant for the construction or theoretical area of authentication.
The primary goal of any authentication system should be to help users to get
the work done in a secure fashion. Therefore it is of utmost importance for
the authentication mechanisms to be transparent. If the user does not
understand the importance of the authentication system or the handling of
the token chances are that he will undermine the security of the system.
Classifying the security of services is common practise in the industry.
Access is provided to the mail-server or the SAP-system using only one
type of authentication providing no granularity at all. If this authentication
procedure is cryptographically strong and easy to use it is fine, but most
often it is very weak and sometimes even user- unfriendly. It makes no sense
classifying a service that can contain extremely different types of
information. An e- mail on the mail- server can contain both public data and
extremely sensitive data that if leaked could cause serious harm to the
company’s reputation or economical loss. This indicates that it is the
information that should be classified and not the service providing the
information.
Complex information infrastructures with many servers providing different
services handling the entire chain of procedures from authentication to
information storage make weak systems. It is very hard to administer such
systems and unused or otherwise redundant user accounts can seriously
compromise the security of the entire system. It is therefore an urgent need
to modularise these structures. It makes more sense from a security
perspective to handle authentication in one module, the server protocol in a
second, the information storage in a third etc. A modularised infrastructure
is easier to grasp conceptually and easier to maintain and therefore more
secure. The problem is the lack of standards for doing this. A very
interesting field for further research would be how to construct a network
enabled modularised standard for the handling of the entire information
process from user query to the arriving of the requested information. This
would be a sort of add-on on the OSI model following the same concept.
Distinguishing characteristics try to make a connection between a physical
user and the respective user’s digital identity. For the user to be associated
with a strong distinguishing characteristic in any form, token, password etc.,
it has to have high entropy. Remembering many PIN:s and passwords with
high entropy cannot be expected behaviour of the average user. Therefore a
balance must be found between the implications of having one or very few
strong PIN:s/passwords and having many weaker ones in case of loss or
theft.
How the user handles the system and its data is often the weakest link.
Sufficient resources should be spent on educating users in how to use the
systems securely. Education is good but may not prove enough in many
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situations. I believe that the implications of data compromise or loss should
be more strongly correlated with the user. There are two ways to go about
doing this. The first way is to promote the users handling the system in a
secure manner, extra payment, extra vacation, or any other type of bonus.
The second way is to punish those users who do not hand le the system in a
secure manner or do not follow the policy of the company.
There is often a lack of policy regarding sloppy user behaviour concerning
the security of the system. I believe that it may have to do with lack of
knowledge in projecting the physical world on its digital counterpart. Few
executives would argue that leaving the front door to the IT department
open while taking a stroll in the park with the guard is a good idea but
surprisingly enough leaving a workstation unlocked while taking a cup of
coffee is a rather innocent break of policy, if a policy covering the issue
exists at all.

12.1 Pointers to further development
This chapter is concerned with practical development of the implemented
system.
To create efficient “client checkers” these programs have often to access
corporate databases. In version 6.3 of the AppGate server this is not possible
to do through the framework of the AppGate server. There is basically two
ways to solve this. The first and most attractive way is to incorporate this
feature in the AppGate server solution. This would enable the “client
checkers” to communicate back to the AppGate server using the already
existing cryptographically wrapped tunnel between the client and the server.
The second way is to make the “client checkers” communicate with an
external database. The communication would have to be encrypted and the
server and client secured. A third solution might be to use certificates to
digitally sign unique information on the client computers providing the
“client checkers” the possibility to check the correctness of the signatures.
Single sign on has been said to be the holy grail of authentication. While
this remains to be proven SSO is relatively hard to implement. It assumes
that all systems have access to a common user database used for the server
and service’s ACL:s. The AppGate system in version 6.3 is only capable of
forwarding one user identity to any number of systems for one user. This
means that SSO will not work using the AppGate solution unless all systems
use the same user name and password for the same digital identity.
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Appendix A
This appendix lists the different companies whose authentication products
where reviewed for further analysis.
•

ActivCard Inc.
(http://www.activcard.com)

•

Aladdin Knowledge Systems Ltd.
(http://www.aladdin.de)

•

Authenex Inc.
(http://www.authenex.com)

•

CRYPTOCard Corp.
(http://www.cryptocard.com)

•

Datakey Inc.
(http://www.datakey.com)

•

Ensure Technologies Inc.
(http://www.ensuretech.com)

•

Eutron Infosecurity
(http://www.eutron.com)

•

Mideye AB.
(http://www.mideye.com)

•

Oberthur Card Systems
(http://www.oberthurcs.com)

•

PassGo Technologies Ltd.
(http://www.passgo.com)

•

Quizid Technologies Ltd.
(http://www.quizid.com)

•

RSA Security Inc.
(http://www.rsasecurity.com)

•

Secure Computing Corp
(http://www.securecomputing.com)

•

Siemens Gmbh. (internal products only)

•

SPYRUS Inc.
(http://www.spyrus.com)
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•

Vasco Data Security International Inc.
(http://www.vasco.com)

•

WiKID Systems Inc.
(http://www.wikidsystems.com)
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Appendix E
Mideye authentication protocol
in Siemens FSP environment
DMZ

Internet

Oracle DB

Mideye-Switch
Bay Ne twork s

3) Internal

4) Internal

AppGate Security
Server
5) 3-DES 128 bit
5) 3-DES 128 bit
6) GSM

7) 3-DES 128 bit
12) RADIUS 128 bit
7) 3-DES 128 bit
11) RADIUS 128 bit
8) RADIUS 128 bit

Mideye Server

2) RADIUS 128 bit

10) AES 128
bit
1) AES 128
bit

9) User
input

Client
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Cell-phone

Appendix F
RSA Secure-ID authentication
protocol in Siemens FSP
environment
DMZ

ACE-Server DB

Internet

5) Internal

4) Internal

RSA ACE-Server

AppGate
Security Server
3) RSA-native 128 bit
6) RSA-native 128 bit

2) AES 128
bit

1) OTP
and PIN

Client

Secure-ID
token
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Appendix G
Siemens smartcard
authentication protocol in
Siemens FSP environment
DMZ

Internet

AppGate Security
Server

4) Internal

3) Internal

2) AES 128
bit

1) PIN
SD

Client
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Siemens
smartcard

Appendix H
The visual process of an authentication session using the Mideye mobile
solution. The OTP is sent to the users mobile and is then manually
transferred to the display in step 8.
Step 1-2
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Step 3-7

Step 8
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Step 9-14
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På svenska
Detta dokument hålls tillgängligt på Internet – eller dess framtida ersättare –
under en längre tid från publiceringsdatum under förutsättning att inga extraordinära omständigheter uppstår.
Tillgång till dokumentet innebär tillstånd för var och en att läsa, ladda ner,
skriva ut enstaka kopior för enskilt bruk och att använda det oförändrat för
ickekommersiell forskning och för undervisning. Överföring av upphovsrätten
vid en senare tidpunkt kan inte upphäva detta tillstånd. All annan användning av
dokumentet kräver upphovsmannens medgivande. För att garantera äktheten,
säkerheten och tillgängligheten finns det lösningar av teknisk och administrativ
art.
Upphovsmannens ideella rätt innefattar rätt att bli nämnd som upphovsman i
den omfattning som god sed kräver vid användning av dokumentet på ovan
beskrivna sätt samt skydd mot att dokumentet ändras eller presenteras i sådan
form eller i sådant sammanhang som är kränkande för upphovsmannens litterära
eller konstnärliga anseende eller egenart.
För ytterligare information om Linköping University Electronic Press se
förlagets hemsida http://www.ep.liu.se/
In English
The publishers will keep this document online on the Internet - or its possible
replacement - for a considerable time from the date of publication barring
exceptional circumstances.
The online availability of the document implies a permanent permission for
anyone to read, to download, to print out single copies for your own use and to
use it unchanged for any non-commercial research and educational purpose.
Subsequent transfers of copyright cannot revoke this permission. All other uses
of the document are conditional on the consent of the copyright owner. The
publisher has taken technical and administrative measures to assure authenticity,
security and accessibility.
According to intellectual property law the author has the right to be
mentioned when his/her work is accessed as described above and to be protected
against infringement.
For additional information about the Linköping University Electronic Press and its procedures for publication
and for assurance of document integrity, please refer to its WWW home page: http://www.ep.liu.se/
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